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Carotenoids, a subfamily of the isoprenoids, are one of the most diverse 
classes of secondary metabolites distributed throughout nature. They are lipophilic in 
nature, and include over 600 tetraterpenoid compounds synthesized by plants, 
bacteria, and fungi.  Carotenoids, as the major pigment responsible for the red, 
yellow, and orange colors of fruits and vegetable, help promote human health and 
wellness by serving as antioxidants and precursors to vitamin A.  Climate changes 
that threaten plant reproduction, negatively impact crop production worldwide.  Little 
is understood about the chemistry of carotenoids in plant reproductive structures.  
Insight into the metabolic roles and functions of carotenoids in plant reproduction 
and, the effects of abiotic stresses on carotenoid biosynthesis in these structures 
would globally impact agriculture production by reducing yield loss. The potential for 
these metabolites to protect the reproductive structures under elevated temperature 
  
stress was assessed using biochemical analysis, genomics, and genetic studies. 
Fourteen candidate genes involved in carotenoid biosynthesis were identified, 
revealing three small gene families.  Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction 
(qPCR) expression analysis of these genes and targeted metabolic profiling using 
liquid chromatography-high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) throughout 
plant development under control and moderately elevated temperature stress showed 
that gene expression and metabolite accumulation are tissue specific and differentially 
responsive to elevated temperature stress. Three phytoene synthase genes were 
identified and characterized. Genomic analyses revealed that the PSY gene family 
exhibits functional diversity in plant tissues, both with respect to location and stage of 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Overview 
Fruits and vegetables play an important role in human nutrition as sources of 
vitamins, minerals, and dietary fiber 1.  Epidemiological studies show that a high 
daily consumption of fruits and vegetables rich in phytochemicals, especially those 
having antioxidant activity, are strongly associated with a reduced risk for heart 
disease and certain forms of cancer 2.  Climatic change, that adversely affect fruit and 
vegetable crop production and quality, contribute to the billions of people that suffer 
from malnutrition worldwide 3.  Current projections indicate that unless considerable 
efforts are made to secure our fragile food system, millions more could be at risk by 
2050 4. 
 The garden strawberry, a hybrid of two species, is a perennial herbaceous 
plant cultivated for its fruit 5.  The berry, which is not the true fruit in the botanical 
sense, is a low calorie food (32 cal/100 g) rich in vitamins, minerals, and other health 
promoting phytonutrients, such as ellagic acid and anthocyanins 6. Strawberry 
production depends on the complete development of the reproductive structures and 
on fertilization, a process that is highly sensitive to climate change. Elevated 
temperatures, experienced during the summer months preclude high quality 
strawberry production in temperate zones by affecting fertilization 7.  In many plants, 
the male gametophyte (anthers and pollen), as well as the female gametophyte 
(carpels) are yellow due to the presence of carotenoids, but the role(s) of these 




protective roles of carotenoids during reproductive tissue development in the diploid 
strawberry, Fragaria vesca.  
 
1.1: Plant Responses to Abiotic Stress  
Adaptation is paramount for the survival of all organisms. Plants, as sessile 
organisms, must be able to quickly interpret and respond to abiotic (or climatic) stress 
factors that threaten their existence. Abiotic stresses such as extreme hot and cold 
temperatures, salt, drought, flooding and even pollution can cause extensive losses to 
crop production 8.  Such abiotic stresses, evoking a series of irreversible morphological, 
physiological, and biochemical changes, singularly or in combination with one 
another 9, can be especially problematic for the growth and development of the 
reproductive organs, which are essential for the production of all non-leafy crops.  In 
efforts to cope with these unfavorable growth conditions, plants have evolved 
intricate defense mechanisms that activate stress responses at multiple levels of 
organization.  Some of the cellular and molecular responses conferring abiotic stress 
tolerance in plants include the production of osmoprotectants such as (sugars, proline, 
and betanine); chemical messengers (salicyclic acid jasmonic acid and ethylene); 
detoxification enzymes (ascorbate peroxidase, glutathione reductase, superoxide 
dismutase, and catalase), and molecular chaperones 10, 11.  To this list, one must also 
include a variety of regulatory proteins, such as transcription factors, protein 
phosphatases, and kinases that assist in regulating gene expression 12.  Understanding 
the mechanisms by which plants perceive abiotic stressors and activate adaptive 




into these mechanisms has primarily focused on the individual subcomponents such 
as proteins, metabolites and nucleic acids.  This reductionist approach, while 
“effective in explaining the chemical basis of numerous living processes” 14, is 
limited by its inability to properly analyze and account for the emergent properties 
that characterize complex systems 15.  Integrative approaches that include techniques, 
such as metabolomics, transcriptomics and genomics, offer a more holistic 
perspective to understanding how plants respond to stress.  
 
1.2: Secondary Metabolites 
Plants produce an enormous variety of organic compounds defined as 
secondary metabolites.  Unlike primary metabolites, for example the carbohydrates, 
amino acids, and lipids, secondary metabolites do not appear to be required for basic 
metabolic processes, involved in growth and development.  These natural products, 
once described as waste products of primary metabolism, can contribute to the overall 
survival of the plant by protecting against various environmental stresses 16, 17. 
Secondary metabolites, accounting for over 200,000 known chemical structures, also 
include compounds that defend against predators, or attract pollinators and seed 
dispersers, as well as being pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, food additives, flavors, 
and cosmetic products 18.  Most secondary metabolites can be divided into three 
major groups:  terpenoids, alkaloids, and phenolics according to their structure and 
biosynthetic origins.   
Abscisic acid (ABA), derived from the terpenoid biosynthetic pathway, is a 




secondary metabolites including ascorbic acid, glutathione, tocopherols, anthocyanins 
and carotenoids that function as antioxidants defend against excessive levels of stress 
produced reactive oxygen species (ROS) to prevent oxidation of lipids, proteins and 
nucleic acids 20.  These secondary metabolites can also have protective roles in 
response to thermal and light stress, making them ideal targets for plant breeding and 
engineering strategies.  
 
1.3: Carotenoids  
Carotenoids are a diverse group of isoprenoids produced by plants, bacteria, 
fungi and some blue-green algae 21, 22.  However, they cannot be biosynthesized by 
animals and humans.  Carotenoids are synthesized in nearly all types of plant plastids, 
including the chloroplasts (green photosynthetic plastids), chromoplasts (colored 
plastids), etioplasts (dark-grown precursors of the chloroplast), and amyloplasts 
(starch-storing plastids) 22.  In chloroplasts, carotenoids are associated with proteins 
embedded in the thylakoid membrane, while in the chromoplasts of flowers, fruits, 
and roots, they are stored as lipid bodies or crystalline structures 23.  Carotenoids are 
also responsible for the red, yellow, and orange coloration in various animals, such as 
birds, fish, and crustaceans 24, 25.  These lipophilic pigments in the feathers of house 
finches and flamingoes are used in courtship and as indicators of health 24, 26.  
Carotenoids may also enhance immune defenses in fishes 24, 27.  Carotenoids have 
crucial roles in photosynthetic organisms, and perform important roles in ecology, 





1.3.1: Chemical Structure and Properties of Carotenoids 
Structurally, the carotenoids are comprised of eight isoprenoid units 
synthesized by a tail-to-tail linkage of two C20 geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate 
molecules 28.  All carotenoids are produced by modification of this C40 carbon 
skeleton.  The structural diversity of carotenoids achieved by differences in 
dehydrogenation, cyclization and hydroxylation levels has led to the characterization 
of over 700 compounds 29.  Figure 1.1 illustrates the chemical structure of several 
common carotenoids.  The poleyene chain, which includes up to fifteen alternating 
double and single bonds is an essential spectroscopic feature of carotenoids (Figure 
1.1) 28, 30.  This highly conjugated system is responsible for carotenoids ability to 
absorb light in the visible region of the spectrum. At least seven alternating double 
and single bonds are needed for carotenoids to impart color 28, 30.  This feature also 
provides the basis for carotenoids molecular shape and instability in the presence of 
light, oxygen and heat 30.  Acidic and alkaline conditions can also be detrimental to 
the structural integrity of carotenoids.  Therefore, work with carotenoids must be 








Figure 1.1. Chemical structure of some common carotenoids in the all-trans-
configuration.  
 
Carotenoids that contain only carbons and hydrogens are classified as carotenes, 
while oxygenated carotenoids containing hydroxyl, keto and epoxy groups are 
classified as xanthophylls 28, 30.  Carotenoids of both classes contain two of the seven 
possible C9 end groups specified by Greek letter prefixes ( ,  ,  ,  ,  , Φ, and χ) 31.  
Carotenes devoid of any polar groups are fat-soluble and extremely hydrophobic.  
These carotenoids are often restricted to the inner membrane of lipids, except when 




solubility properties of carotenoids and influence their interaction with other 
molecules 30.  
 Each double bond of the polyene chain is capable of existing in either the cis- 
or trans- configuration, giving rise to several geometrical isomers 21.  It is common 
practice to use the cis and trans prefixes to describe the orientation of two substituent 
groups relative to the double bond.  However, it is more correct to use the E and Z 
prefixes when designating the relative orientation of tri- and tetra-substituted alkenes.  
In nature, carotenoids are primarily found in the all-E (trans) configuration.  It is well 
documented that the more thermodynamically stable trans-isomer is the major form 
present in fruits and vegetables, although small quantities of the cis-or Z-isomer can 
coexist 33.  Thermal processing can also induce trans-cis isomerization in fruits and 
vegetable 33-34.  Due to their non-linear ‘kink’ structures, cis-isomers have greater 
solubility in mixed micelles and are less likely to aggregate or crystallize; as a result 
they are more readily absorbed and transported in comparison to their all-trans 
counterparts 35.  
 
1.3.2: Functional Roles of Carotenoids in Plants 
 
Carotenoids are essential components of the photosynthetic apparatus.  Most 
carotenoids are non-covalently bound to either the core of photosystems I and II (PSI 
and PSII) or the antenna of light-harvesting complexes (LHCs) 30, 36.  The most 
abundant carotenoid found in PSI and PSII is β-carotene, while xanthophylls, such as 
lutein, appear to be the most abundant carotenoid in the antenna of LHCs 30, 36.  




accessory light-harvesting pigments and they are responsible for the photoprotection 
of the photosynthetic machinery 36.  Their main role as accessory pigments is to 
absorb blue-green light energy (400-500nm) that is subsequently transferred to the 
excited singlet state of a neighboring chlorophyll molecule (1Chl*), where it can be 
transferred to the reaction center of PSII and used in photolysis (splitting of water 
molecules) (1) 36 .  Or 1Chl* can return to the ground state by emitting light 
(fluorescence) (2), or the 1Chl* can be dissipated harmlessly as heat through a non-
photochemical quenching (NPQ) process (3) 36-37.  Members of the xanthophyll cycle, 
which include zeaxanthin, antherxanthin, and violaxanthin, are involved in the pH-
dependent NPQ of excess light energy generated in the PSII 37-38. 
 
1Chl*               1P680*     (1) 
1Chl*               Chl + hν     (2) 
1Chl*               Chl + heat     (3) 
 
Photoprotection, a function of carotenoids that was first observed in bacteria39, 
has been found to be particularly important for the survival of plants in aerobic 
environments.  Irradiation of chlorophyll under high light conditions can generate 
triplet excited state chlorophyll molecules (3Chl*) that react with molecular oxygen to 
produce ROS, such as singlet oxygen (1O2), superoxide (O2-), and hydrogen peroxide 
(H2O2) and hydroxyl radicals (HO.)  36, 40.  The constant production of 1O2 formed 
predominately in the reaction center of PSII, is capable of oxidizing chlorophyll as 
well as proteins, lipids and nucleic acids, which can result in photoinhibition of the 




harmful reactions, carotenoids can provide protection in two ways: either by 
quenching 3Chl* (1) or by directly scavenging 1O2 (2) 41,36.   
 
3Chl* + Car               Chl + 3Car*         Car + heat       (1) 
1O2 + Car             O2 +   3Car*  Car + heat          (2) 
 
Carotenoids also fulfill ecological roles in plants by attracting pollinators and 
seed dispersers to brightly colored fruits and flowers.  In addition, compounds derived 
from the oxidative cleavage of carotenoids, the apocarotenoids, serve as substrates in 
the production of plant volatiles, phytohormones, flavoring agents and vitamins 42, 43 
(Figure 1.2).  These degradation products, which have shortened carbon skeletons due 
to the cleavage of carbon-carbon double bonds, can be catalyzed by two different 
classes of cleavage enzymes.  The first class of enzymes, the 9-cis epoxycarotenoid 
dioxygenases (NCEDs), are involved in the biosynthesis of ABA through the 
cleavage of neoxanthin and violaxanthin at the 11, 12 positions 44.  The second class 
of enzymes, the carotenoid cleavage dioxygenases (CCDs), requires Fe2+ as a 
cofactor for activity and are involved in the biosynthesis of strigolatone 45, 46.  CCD1 
and CCD4 enzymes are associated with the production of several aldehyde and 
ketone compounds, such as α-and β-ionone, β-damascenone, β-cyclocitral, and 
geranylacetone 43. These aroma compounds present in roses, petunias, blackberries, 
raspberries, cantaloupe, oranges, tomatoes, celery, peas, and carrots are also 






Figure 1.2. Some important apocarotenoids found in plants and animals.   
1.3.3: Health Benefits of Carotenoids  
 
Carotenoids cannot be synthesized by people and must be obtained through 
their diets.  Carotenoid-rich foods, such as Brussels sprout, broccoli, carrots, sweet 
potatoes, pumpkin, tomatoes, watermelon, and apricots, have many health promoting 
properties.  They serve as antioxidants, protecting cells and tissues from oxidative 
damage and some carotenoids are used as additives and natural colorants in the food 
and cosmetic industries 24, 48.  Lutein and zeaxanthin are the two major carotenoids 
which gives the macular region of the retina its yellow color 49.  These pigments, 




performance and maintain optimal eye health 50.  Berstein et.al show that lutein, 
zeaxanthin, and their geometric isomers are also present in a number of ocular tissues 
51.  In the iris, lutein and zeaxanthin are suspected to play a role in filtering out 
phototoxic short-wavelength light that can cause age-related macular degeneration of 
the eye (AMD) 51-52.  Retinaldehyde, the chromophoric apocarotenoid that results 
from the oxidative cleavage of any carotenoid containing a β-ring (e.g. γ-carotene, β-
carotene, α- carotene, and β- cryptoxanthin), is especially important for the 
prevention of  vitamin A deficiency, nyctalopia (night blindness), xerophthalmia (dry 
eyes), and cataracts 53.  Retinol and retinoic acid, two additional forms of vitamin A, 
are required for normal skin, bone, and teeth growth and development 53.  
 
1.3.4: Carotenoid Biosynthesis in Plants 
 
All isoprenoids are derived from isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) and its 
allylic isomer, dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP).  For many years, it was 
assumed that these precursors were synthesized exclusively from acetyl–CoA through 
the mevalonic acid (MVA) pathway in all organisms.  However, an alternative 2-C-
methylerythritol 4-phosphate (MEP) pathway was discovered by Rohmer using 
isotope-labeling experiments in plants and bacteria 54,55.  Today, the MEP pathway, 
originally called the non-mevalonate pathway, is well established as an alternative 
route for supplying IPP to the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway, starting from 
glyceraldehyde phosphate and pyruvate in the plastids of higher plant systems54-55.  
The first committed step begins with the production of phytoene (1) from two 




(Figure 1.3) 56.  Successive desaturation and isomerization reactions catalyzed by 
phytoene desaturase (PDS), ζ-carotene desaturase (ZDS), and two carotenoid 
isomerases (CRTISO) produce phytofluene (2), ζ-carotene (3), neurosporene (4), and 
lycopene (5), the red colored pigment associated with tomatoes, watermelon, guava 
and pink grapefruit (Figure 1.3).  Studies show that tangerine tomato accumulates 
poly-Z- phytofluene, ζ-carotene, neurosporene, and lycopene instead of the all-E-
isomer found in most tomatoes 57. The structures of compounds 1-5 are provided in 
Figure 1.4.  Lycopene, as the branch carotenoid in the pathway can be cyclized at one 
or both ends of the molecule to yield γ-carotene (6), δ-carotene (7), α-carotene (8) and 
β-carotene (9) (Figure 1.3).  The coordinated action of lycopene-β-cyclase (LCYB) 
and lycopene-ε-cyclase (LCYE) leads to the production of α-carotene, which contains 
two non-identical β- and ε- end groups, while two equivalences of LCYB results in 
the formation of β-carotene with two β-rings (Figure 1.3) 58.  Although the presence 
of bicyclic carotenoids with two ε-rings has been evidenced in lettuce, the existence 
of these compounds in most plant species is uncommon 59.  The structures of 
compounds 6-9 are provided in Figure 1.5.  Enzyme mediated hydroxylation of α-and 
β-carotene produces α-cryptoxanthin (10), zeinoxanthin (11), β-cryptoxanthin (12), 
lutein (13), and zeaxanthin (14) (Scheme 1.3).  α-Carotene is converted into lutein by 
two hydroxylation reactions catalyzed by β-carotene hydroxylase (LUT 5) and ε-
carotene hydroxylase (LUT1).  On the other side of the pathway, zeaxanthin is 
generated by addition of hydroxyl groups to the 3,3′ position of both β-rings of β-
carotene via β-carotene hydroxylases (BOHASE) that belong to the fatty acid 




1.6.  Epoxidation of zeaxanthin by zeaxanthin epoxidase (ZE) generates violaxanthin 
(15).  The reverse of this reaction catalyzed by violaxanthin de-epoxidase (VDE) 
gives rise to the xanthophyll cycle, which helps plants acclimate to high light 
conditions.  The chemical structures of lutein (13), zeaxanthin (14), and violaxanthin 
(15) are depicted in Figure 1.7.  The synthesis of neoxanthin, which represents the 
final step in carotenoid biosynthesis, is catalyzed by neoxanthin synthase (NSY).  














Figure 1.4. Structures of phytoene (1), phytofluene (2), ζ-carotene (3), neurosporene 
(4) and lycopene (5), illustrating the conventional numbering system and Ψ-end 











Figure 1.5. Structures of γ-carotene (6), δ-caroene (7), α-carotene (8) and β-carotene 
(9) with conventional numbering system and definition of β-and ε- end groups for 







Figure 1.6. Structures of monohydroxylated carotenoids, α-cryptoxanthin (10), 







Figure 1.7. Structures of lutein (13), zeaxanthin (14) and violaxanthin (15). 
 
1.4: Effects of Heat Stress on Plant Reproductive Development 
 
In general, male gametophyte development in plants is highly susceptible to 
elevated temperature 61. Developing and mature pollen present in anthers at peak 
hours in the day either fail to continue developing, or are damaged, preventing 
successful completion of the fertilization process.  Fertilization results in embryo 
formation and in strawberry this initiates production of the plant hormone auxin, 
which is necessary for subsequent growth and development of the embryo, the seed 




strawberry fruit 62.  In comparison to the male gametophyte, much less is known 
about how elevated temperatures affect female gametophyte and early embryo 
development in plants.  Because this temperature effect on reproductive structures 
occurs widely throughout agriculturally important plants, even incremental 
improvements in tolerance to elevated temperatures in plants would have a global 
impact on strawberry production by decreasing yield loss and extending the 
productive season.  Previous studies conducted on metabolomic responses to 
temperature stress in plants, in particular in the model species Arabidopsis 63 did not 
address how carotenoid biosynthesis is affected by such stresses. There are no reports 
on carotenoid biosynthesis in plant reproductive tissues outside of flower petals and 
little is understood about the effects of temperature on expression of genes encoding 
carotenoid metabolic enzymes in these reproductive tissues.  Cold temperatures were 
also found to reduce grain crop during reproductive organ development 64, however, 
no attention was paid in this study to whether cold stress affects ROS scavenging due 
to an effect on carotenoid metabolism and function in such tissues.  
It has been shown that heat stress affects seed production by primarily causing 
male sterility in Arabidopsis and barley 65, although no attempt was made to 
determine if the carotenoid levels in anthers is affected by heat stress, thereby 
affecting the protection against ROS in these organs. The reproductive organs of 
strawberry, like those of many other plants and majority of the fruit crops in the 
Rosaceae family, are yellow to orange in color. Whether carotenoids are present in 
these tissues primarily to attract insect pollinators, or to protect reproductive 




1.5: Some Important Crops of the Rosaceae Family 
 
The Rosaceae or Rose family is the 19th largest flowering plant comprised of 
over 100 genera and 3,000 species of herbs, shrubs and trees 66.  This family of 
medium to large sized plants are widely distributed throughout the world, with many 
of the species existing in North America, Europe, and Asia. Several beloved, 
nutritionally valuable, and economically important fruit and nut crops including 
strawberry (Fragaria x ananassa), apple (Malus domestica), raspberry (Rubus), 
blackberry (Rubus fruticosus), cherry (Prunus avium and Prunus cerasus), pear 
(Pyrus communis), peach (Prunus persica), plum (Prunis domestica) and almond 
(Prunus dulcis), belong to the Rosaceae family 66.  The Rosaceae also contains a 
variety of ornamental and medicinal plants, such as rose, cherry blossom, pyracantha, 
and hawthorn.  
 
1.6: The Model Strawberry Plant, Fragaria vesca  
The cultivated strawberry, F. × ananassa (2n = 8x= 56), is one of the most 
genetically complex crop plants to study.  Despite its ever growing consumption 
either fresh or in foods such as smoothies, cakes, pies, and preserves, F. × ananassa 
has an estimated genome size of 708-720Mb 67, 68, making genetic studies difficult to 
perform.  An ancestor of the extant diploid woodland strawberry (F. vesca) is widely 
considered to be a progenitor of F. × ananassa and is an attractive system for genetic 
and functional genomic studies in strawberry.  Compared to the commercial 
strawberry, F. vesca’s  short seed to seed cycle (3-4 month) and smaller sequenced 




conducted.  As a reference plant, strawberry presents other biological and 
developmental questions that existing plant models such as Arabidopsis, maize, and 
rice cannot address including whether axillary buds produce branch crowns or 
runners; dormant roots (as an herbaceous perennial); multiple individual pistils; and 
non-climacteric receptacle fruits.  It is an attractive system for plant biologists in 
general.  Transcriptome data from F. vesca anthers at several critical stages in 
development, before and during the stage when carotenoid biosynthesis has become 
visually evident are available from an ongoing NSF sponsored project that is a 
collaboration involving Dr. Zhongchi Liu of the University of Maryland, Dr. Janet 
Slovin of the USDA Agricultural Research Service, and Dr. Nadim Alkharouf, a 
bioinformaticist at Towson University.  In addition, a mutant that has white instead of 
yellow anthers (Figure 1.8) was found in the M2 generation of mutant plants resulting 
from ethyl methanesulfonate treatment of seeds of the inbred F. vesca line, 5AF7.  
Although this phenotype most probably results from a single recessive mutation, 
genetic analysis is currently underway to confirm this.  
 
Figure 1.8 A: 5AF7 wild-type flower center with yellow anthers. B: Flower of the 
5AF7 pale mutant with opaque white anthers 
 
Work in the Slovin lab to develop the diploid woodland strawberry, F. vesca, as a 




deleterious effects of elevated temperature on flowering and fruit production in 
strawberry 70.  The diploid strawberry, with cultivars producing red or yellow berries, 
was useful for the identification of carotenoids in developing plant gametophytes, for 
studying how elevated temperatures affect their accumulation, and how this 
subsequently affects fertility in the commercial octoploid.  
1.7: Objectives  
The genomics aspects of this dissertation involves identification and annotation of 
genes in the published F. vesca genome that encode enzymes involved in carotenoid 
biosynthesis, and the analysis of expression of these genes in F. vesca reproductive 
organs.  This novel project combines detailed analysis of carotenoids in strawberry 
plants with structural and functional genomics to build a foundation for understanding 
the roles of carotenoids in plant reproduction, and the effects of abiotic stresses such 
as elevated temperatures on carotenoid metabolism and function. Results should be 
applicable to other fruit producing plants of the Rosaceae family, given that these 
plants share a common ancestry and genomic similarities.    The specific aims of this 
research were as followed:  
1. Identification and characterization of genes in the published F. vesca genome 
sequence with potential to be involved in carotenoid metabolism 
2. Comparison of carotenoid profiles in normal and heat stressed reproductive 
tissues during development.  
3. Determination of expression patterns of genes involved in carotenoid biosynthesis 





Chapter 2: Selection and Validation of Diploid Strawberry, 
Fragaria vesca Reference Genes for Gene Expression Studies 
using Real-Time PCR 
 
Abstract 
Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) can be a highly sensitive and reliable tool 
for detecting and quantifying gene expression levels, assuming that unregulated and 
stably expressed reference genes are used for normalization.  To date, there are no 
reports on a validated set of reference genes suitable for gene expression studies in 
the diploid strawberry, Fragaria vesca, or for plants growing under control and 
moderately elevated temperatures.  Using two software applications, geNorm plus 
qBase, and NormFinder we evaluated the expression stability of ten candidate 
reference genes in different organs and tissues from plants growing at 32oC day/25oC 
night, temperatures routinely found during summer months in temperate climates, and 
from controls growing at 25oC day/20oC night.  Statistical analyses revealed that 
protein phosphatase 2A Subunit A (Fve gene model #03773) and mitochondrial 
NAD-dependent malic dehydrogenase (Fve gene model #03093) were the most stably 
expressed reference genes overall in these tissues, and that the combination of these 
two genes provides the most robust normalization factor.  Glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenase (Fve gene model #26415), a widely used reference gene, 
was identified as the least stably expressed reference gene.  
 







Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) can be a useful tool 
for detecting and quantifying mRNA transcription levels due to its high sensitivity, 
reproducibility, and broad dynamic quantification capabilities71-72. In order to obtain 
accurate and reliable gene expression data, experimental variability such as variation 
in sample amount, RNA quality and quantity, as well as differences in enzymatic 
efficiency in reverse transcription71,73, must be accounted for through normalization.  
Although there are many different normalization strategies available for quantitative 
studies74,75, the most widely adopted approach is the use of one or more reference 
genes as an internal control, because both the reference gene and targeted gene are 
subjected to the same preparative measures74.  
Presently, it is customary to use genes such as glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 
dehydrogenase (GAPDH), actin (ACT) or tubulin (TUB) for normalizing target gene 
expression levels because these genes are considered to be ubiquitously expressed in 
all cells and tissues76, 77, 78.  However, many studies have shown that the expression 
level of these commonly employed genes are regulated by different experimental 
conditions79, 80, 81.  An ideal reference gene should be expressed at a constant level 
across the samples to be analyzed, and should be unaffected by experimental 
treatment or conditions used. Several algorithms including  geNorm82, NormFinder83,  
qBase 84 and RefFinder 85 have been developed for identifying reference genes with 
the lowest expression variability under a given set of parameters.  No studies to date 
have been able to demonstrate that a universal reference gene, with a constant level of 




Minimal Information for Publication of Quantitative real-time PCR Experiments 
(MIQE) guidelines, designed to increase experimental reproducibility and promote 
continuity within the scientific community, require that all potential reference genes 
be validated across tissues and conditions of interest prior to use for normalization73.  
Initial validation methods focused on securing reference genes for gene expression 
studies in humans, animals, fungi, and bacteria86,87,88.  In more recent years efforts 
have been extended to include various plant systems89, 90, 91, given their importance as 
the major source of oxygen and food for all heterotrophs.  
Plants, as sessile organisms are constantly surrounded by unfavorable 
environmental (abiotic) conditions that threaten their existence.  Various abiotic stress 
conditions such as extreme temperatures, flooding, drought, high salinity and even air 
pollution can cause extensive losses in crop production, reducing  yields for most 
major crops by more than 50%9-92. The ability to feed a growing population that is 
projected to reach 9 billion by the middle of this century will decline considerably as 
climates continue to erode already struggling food systems93. To circumvent a global 
food crisis, research is underway to explore how to improve the adaptability of plants 
to their environment.  Molecular strategies to breed more abiotic stress resistant 
crops, based on stress-responsive gene expression studies require the use of stably 
expressed reference genes94.  
To date, suitable reference genes for abiotic stress response studies have been 
reported for model and crop plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana 95, potato 96, wheat 97, 
tomato80,98, zucchini 99 and banana 100. Several studies have attempted to identify 




of FaENP1 as a reference gene in a number of diploid and octoploid tissues101.  More 
recently, Amil-Ruiz et al. carried out an analysis of  eleven candidate reference genes 
for studying strawberry gene expression in response to pathogen attack 102 and Galli 
et al. focused on identifying quality reference genes for quantifying the 
transcriptional responses of strawberry under drought and salt stress103.  However, no 
such evaluation of reference genes for use in studying elevated temperature stress in 
strawberry has been done. 
Production of the dessert strawberry F. ×ananassa, which is widely 
recognized for its aromatic qualities, intense sweet flavors, and nutritional value, is 
negatively impacted by abiotic stresses. Elevated temperature stress, which is a 
leading factor in limiting plant productivity, is especially problematic for the growth 
and development of reproductive organs and the subsequent production of fruit104.  
Under elevated temperatures fertilization does not occur and fruit are not formed or 
do not develop normally105. 
As a model plant for the Rosaceae family106, the diploid woodland strawberry 
F. vesca is a valuable species for studying how elevated temperatures affect 
reproductive organ development. An ancestor of F. vesca is widely considered to be a 
progenitor of F. ananassa 5, making it an attractive system for genetic and 
functional genomic studies in strawberry.  Compared to F. ananassa, its short seed 
to seed cycle107 and smaller sequenced genome 69, permit forward and reverse genetic 
studies to be easily conducted. 
The aims of this study were to evaluate the expression pattern of ten candidate 




roots) in strawberry under control and elevated temperatures, using geNorm82, the 
geNorm add-on qBase 84, and NormFinder83 and to validate the suitability of the 
selected genes as reference genes for heat stress response gene expression studies in 
strawberry.  
 
2.2: Materials and Methods 
 
2.2.1: Plant Material  
 
F. vesca inbred line 5AF7 (PI 641092) plants were grown under a 14 hour daylength 
in controlled environment chambers at the USDA facilities located in Beltsville, MD.  
Seeds were planted in a mixture of ProMix (Premier Horticulture Inc., PA, USA), 
Farfard 3B (Conrad Fafard Inc. MA, USA), and coarse vermiculite (The Schundler 
Co., NJ, USA) (2:1:1) supplemented as needed with dolomitic lime.  The growth 
chambers were maintained at 20oC during the night, with an increase to 25oC over 
two hours following the onset of light. Temperature was maintained at 25oC until the 
lights were turned off, when they were ramped down to 20oC over a one hour time 
period. Lighting was supplied by a mixture of incandescent bulbs and cool white 
fluorescent bulbs to give 250 µmol.m-2. s-1 of photosynthetically active radiation.  
Plants were maintained in 10.2cm pots and periodically trimmed by removing older 
leaves. Plants were watered daily with a dilute solution of Miracle Grow Tomato 





2.2.2: Plant Growth at Elevated Temperature 
When plants showed their first inflorescence, one half of them were 
transferred to a different growth chamber in which the temperature was maintained at 
32oC during the day and 25oC at night with ramping as described above.  Visible 
inflorescences were removed from all plants and crowns were trimmed to the 
youngest fully opened leaf 108.  
2.2.3: Tissue Sampling 
 
Leaf samples consisted of young, still folded leaves.  Open flowers that 
developed on new inflorescences were harvested and immediately dissected to give 
petal, and stamen (anther with filament) samples.  
Receptacles with pistils attached were harvested as one sample by cutting 
across the receptacle above the anther whorl but below the bottom-most pistils.  Root 
samples consisted of the youngest tissue and active growing region (up to 3cm from 
the root tip). All tissues were harvested between 4:00-6:00 PM and samples were 
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen until RNA extraction.  
2.2.4: RNA Isolation 
 
Frozen plant tissues were powdered with stainless steel beads in a Qiagen 
Tissue Lyser (Qiagen,Valencia, CA, USA) before extracting RNA. RNA extractions 
were carried out using the Qiagen RNeasy kit with slight modification to the 
manufacturer’s instructions in that only 50mg or less of tissue was extracted per 




quality was determined using the Experion lab-on-chip (Bio-Rad Laboratories, 
Hercules, CA, USA).  Samples were additionally checked for DNA contamination by 
PCR using Qiagen HotStar Taq master mix with intron spanning primers 
(Supplemental Table 1). The amplification reaction included 35 cycles of 5mins at 
95oC, 30 s at 94oC, 1 min at 60oC and1 min at72oC.  RNA was stored at -80oC until 
use.  
2.2.5: Reverse Transcription and Quality Assessment 
 
cDNA was obtained by reverse transcription of  1μg of RNA using 
Superscript® III (Life Technologies, Renton, WA, USA) reverse transcriptase primed 
with oligo dT in a total volume  of 20μl. Each reaction was carried out in triplicate.  
The reaction mixture was incubated for 50 mins at 50oC.  Inactivation of the 
Superscript® III reverse transcriptase was carried out by heating the reaction mixture 
for 5mins at 85oC, followed by treatment with 1μl of RNaseH and incubation for 
20mins at 37oC.  The quality of the cDNA was assessed by performing a 3′:5′ratio 
qPCR assay using a phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase sequence (Fve gene model # 
12872)109-110.  Two primer pairs (PK_F5, 5′-TCATCGGGTGACTCCATTTTG-3′; 
PK_R5, 5′CAGCAATGGAATCCGACTCA-3′; PK_F3, 5′-
GGGTATTGTTTGCCCGAGAA-3′; PK_R3, 5′-
TGAGGAAAAAGGTTGTTGAGCTT-3′) were designed to amplify two cDNA 
segments, one from the 5′ region (85bp) and one from the 3′ region (81bp) of the 
phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase gene. The amplified sequences are located 1,653bp and 
396bp, respectively, from the 3′ end of the coding sequence. The ratio of 




using the comparative quantification method111.  Ratios for all samples were within 
the range of 1.03- 3.50 (1.61 ± 0.16; mean± SEM) and below the 4.43 threshold 
proposed by Die et al110. Therefore, the cDNAs were determined to be suitable for 
qPCR analysis.  
2.2.6: Candidate Reference Genes and Primer Design 
Candidates for reference genes were selected from those suggested by Czechowski et 
al95  and others commonly used for qPCR expression analysis (see Obrero et al. 99).  
F. vesca homologs were identified by performing a BLAST search of the F. vesca 
genome v1.0 hybrid gene transcripts at the Genome Database for Rosaceae 
(www.rosaceae.org)112. Gene specific primers were designed using Primer Express 
3.0 (Applied Biosystems).  Primers were selected that resulted in PCR products 
between 75-196 bp, with an optimal melting temperature (Tm) of 60oC, and at least a 
40% GC content.  MFOLD113 was used to evaluate the formation of stable secondary 
structures at the sites of primer binding, using the default settings (50 mM Na+, 3.0 
mM Mg2+), and an annealing temperature of 60oC (Figure S1).  
2.2.7: Measurement of mRNA levels by qPCR 
Relative transcript abundance was analyzed by qPCR in a 20μl reaction 
volume using 1μl of cDNA (diluted 1:5), 10μl iQTMSYBRGreen I Mix (Bio-Rad) and 
250nM gene-specific primers. Reactions were performed on the iQ5 iCycler (Bio-
Rad). The cycling conditions were as follows: an initial deactivation step at 95°C for 
1min and 30 s followed by 40 cycles at 60°C for 1 min.  The absence of multiple 
amplicon species was confirmed by analysis of the dissociation curve (Figure 2.1).  




PCR efficiency (E) was estimated using LinReg with data obtained from the 
exponential phase of each individual amplification plot114-115. 
 






Table 2.1. General description, F. vesca gene number, and biological functions for 




















UBQ Ubiquitin Protein 
degradation 
09659 AT4G05320 89 









13245 AT3G53740 85 
CAT Catalase Decomposition 
of hydrogen 
peroxide 
10917 AT4G35090 88 
PP2A Protein 
phosphatase 














of tRNA and 
mRNA 













in glycolysis and 
gluconeogenesis 
26415 AT3G04120 60 
a F. vesca hybrid gene model numbers v1.0. Except for 18S,names are based on similarity to 
the Arabidopsis homolog 
b The closest Arabidopsis homolog identified using TAIR 
BLAST(http://www.arabidopsis.org/Blast/).   
c Non-annotated gene internal in the opposite sense to the annotated gene 05604, an LRR 
receptor-like serine-threonine protein kinase. See Figure S1.   






2.2.8: Data Analysis 
Two software applications, geNorm + qBase, and NormFinder were used to 
evaluate the gene expression stability of the ten candidate reference genes under 
elevated temperature stress. Average Cq values, acquired from two biological and two 
technical replicates, were imported into an Excel worksheet and transformed into 
relative quantities (RQs) using the PCR efficiency of each primer pair and using the 
sample with the lowest Cq value as the calibrator 82, 111 .  RQ values were then 
exported into geNorm+ qBase, and NormFinder for analysis.  
The geNorm program calculates the expression stability using a pairwise 
model 82. This program selects the two most stable genes or a combination of multiple 
stable genes from a list of candidate reference genes for normalization. The ranking 
of the genes is based on the stability value (M), where the more stably expressed 
genes are indicated by smaller M values.  
The qBase program, which is an add-on feature of geNorm, calculates the 
coefficient of variation (CV) of the normalized relative expression levels84.  This is 
accomplished by dividing the SEM (of the average normalized RQ) by the average 
normalized RQ. Genes that exhibit greater variability in expression are indicated by 
higher CV values.  
The NormFinder algorithm relies on an intra and intergroup expression 
variation model for determining the expression stability of the candidate genes 83. 
Like the geNorm program, stably expressed reference genes are indicated by smaller 




RefFinder85 is a web-based comprehensive tool that uses algorithms from four 
major programs (geNorm, NormFinder, Bestkeeper, and the comparative ΔCt 
method) to compare the expression stability of candidate genes.  Raw Cq values for 
each reference are input into the program for direct analysis by the four programs 
resulting in a recommended comprehensive ranking. 
 
2.2.9: Validation with FveSTI 
STI, a stress inducible co-chaperone also known as HOP (HSP70 – HSP90 
organizing protein), has been implicated in the eukaryotic response to heat stress 116.  
An F. vesca homolog of a gene encoding STI (Fve gene model # 32258) was chosen 
as a target gene to validate the different normalization factors (NFs).  NFs are based 
on the geometric average of different reference gene combinations.  Primer pairs 
(forward_ 5′ -GACTGTGACAAGGCTGTTGAAAGG-3′ reverse_5′-
GGTTGCGATGTTCTGTGAGAGC -3) for FveSTI were verified as described for 
the reference genes.  
2.3: Results 
 
2.3.1: Candidate Reference Genes 
 
To determine the most suitable reference gene for studies of gene expression 
in strawberry plants growing in moderately elevated temperatures, ten candidate 
reference genes or sequences commonly used for qPCR were evaluated using cDNAs 
from control and experimental plants. The candidate genes include a member of the 
ubiquitin (UBQ) gene family, an α-tubulin (αTUB) gene, cytoplasmic glyceraldehyde-




interspacer 1 (ITS1) region of the ribosomal RNA transcript (18S). Other candidates, 
chosen from among those evaluated for zucchini99, included ribosomal large subunit 
protein 36a (RPL36), elongation factor-G (EFG), mitochondrial NAD-dependent 
malic dehydrogenase (NMD), protein phosphatase 2A Subunit A (PP2A), and a 
catalase (CAT) gene. The full gene name and general function, gene symbol, F. vesca 
hybrid gene model number, and homologous Arabidopsis gene can be found in Table 
1.  Primer sequences and reaction characteristics are reported in Table 2.  Although 
all amplifications exhibited  PCR efficiency above 100%, ranging from 102.05% for 
CAT to 108.79% for the PP2A primer set (Table 2.2), all are within the acceptable 
range73.  PCR efficiencies of the primer pairs reported in Table 2.2 represent the 
average ± the standard error of the mean (SEM).  Melting curve analyses of the PCR 











Forward and Reverse Primer 









qPCR Efficiency a R2b 
αTUB F:CCTACCTACACCAACCTCAACCG 
R:CACATCCACATTCAAGGCACCATC 
185 81.46 ± 0.04 
 





196 84.79 ± 0.07 
 





193 92.42 ± 0.06 
 





80 79.73 ± 0.05 
 





100 80.71 ± 0.07 
 





75 79.71 ± 0.07 
 





78 80.08 ± 0.06 
 





78 81.60 ± 0.05 
 





78 79.79 ± 0.07 
 





90 79.50 ± 0.01 
 
102.13 ± 0.04 
 
0.9992 
a Average values ± SEM 




2.3.2: Expression Profiles of Reference Genes 
The expression profiles of the 10 candidate reference genes were assessed by 
qPCR. Two separate RNA extractions from pooled tissues were done and separate 
reverse transcription reactions performed for each control and heat treated tissue to 
give a total of 20 cDNA samples. Raw quantification cycles (Cq) for all the candidate 
genes were obtained usingthe BioRad iQ5 2.1 software. The average Cq values for the 
reference genes varied from 18.04 for UBQ to 31.11 for GAPDH in all tested samples 




than those of UBQ, indicating that the tested genes show a wide range of expression 
levels. 
 Figure 2.2. qPCR Cq values for the candidate reference genes in all samples. Boxes 
represent the first and third quartile, while the vertical error bars are indicative of the 
maximum and minimum Cq values. The central horizontal lines dividing the two 
boxes represent the median Cq value. 
 
2.3.3: Gene Expression Stability Analysis 
For expression stability analysis, Cq values were transformed into RQ values 
using the PCR efficiency of each primer pair and the sample with the lowest Cq value 
as the calibrator82, 111. The RQ values were then treated as an input matrix and 
analyzed using geNorm +qBase, and NormFinder.  RefFinder, a web-based 
comprehensive tool was used to verify results obtained from geNorm+qBase and 
NormFinder.  
geNorm and qBase Analysis 
The geNorm program determines the M value, a measure of the gene 
expression stability based on the average-pairwise variation of a particular gene 




genes are indicated by lower M values.  qBase, an add on feature to geNorm, was 
then used to calculate the average CV values for the candidate genes. For 
heterogeneous panels of cDNAs, stably expressed genes suitable for normalization 
should maintain average M and CV values that do not exceed 1 and 0.5, 
respectively84.  PP2A and NMD were determined to be the most stably expressed 
reference genes (Figure 2.3).  GAPDH, which had the highest calculated M value 
(2.06) was identified as the most variably expressed gene.   
NormFinder Analysis 
The NormFinder analysis estimates the expression stability using an intra and 
intergroup variation algorithm83. Results from both are then combined into a single 
stability value for each reference gene. Genes that are more stably expressed are 
indicated by lower stability values. When NormFinder was applied to our data, PP2A 
was identified as the most stably expressed reference gene, followed by NMD. 
GAPDH was ranked as the least stably expressed gene (Figure 2.4).   
 
Figure 2.3. Average expression stability (M) of the candidate reference genes 
evaluated using geNorm.  Horizontal numbers across the top represent CV values 





The two programs used are based on different algorithms, nevertheless, they 
gave similar results.  For geNorm + qBase, and NormFinder, NMD and PP2A were 
among the top two most stably expressed reference genes, while GAPDH was shown 
to be the least stably expressed genes.  Only slight differences in the ranking of the 
more variably expressed genes were observed among the results of the three 
programs.  EFG was ranked fifth most stable with geNorm + qBase and sixth most 
stable by NormFinder.  Other minor differences among the programs include the 
ranking of RPL36 and CAT. RPL36 was ranked third most stable by geNorm and 
qBase,but fifth by NormFinder.  CAT was ranked ninth most stable by NormFinder, 
but more stable (seventh) by geNorm and qBase. The biggest discrepancy among the 
results from these three programs was the ranking of UBQ.  UBQ was ranked third 
most stable by NormFinder, but less stable (sixth) by geNorm and qBase.  
 
 
Figure 2.4. NormFinder stability values for candidate genes tested. Reference genes 






RefFinder85 was then applied to verify results obtained from geNorm +qBase, 
and NormFinder. Results from the RefFinder analysis (Table 2.3) were consistent 
overall with results from independent analyses using geNorm + qBase, and 
NormFinder.  The top two most stably expressed genes, as well as the least stably 
expressed reference gene, were ranked exactly the same, although there were some 
differences in the ranking of the other genes. 
 
Table 2.3. Consensus ranking of the reference genes determined using geNorm and 
NormFinder within RefFinder, and geNorm+qBase and NormFinder as stand alone 
programs. Rankings are from 1-10, where 1 represents the most stability expressed 
gene and 10 represent the least stably expressed gene. Numbers shown in parentheses 













PP2A 1 1 (1) 1 (1) 2 1 
NMD 2 1 (1) 2 (2) 8 2 
UBQ 3 5 (5) 3 (3) 1 3 
RPL36 4 2 (2) 4 (4) 3 4 
EF1α 5 3 (3) 5 (5) 6 5 
EFG 6 4 (4) 6 (6) 5 6 
CAT 7 6 (6) 7 (7) 4 7 
αTUB 8 7 (7) 8 (8) 7 8 
18S 9 8 (8) 9 (9) 10 9 
GAPDH 10 9 (9) 10 (10) 9 10 
 
2.3.4: Reference Gene Validation 
Currently, scientific articles are still published with results described as being 




though the under usage of control genes can lead to relatively large errors across 
samples117, and such practices do not follow the MIQE guidelines73.  To demonstrate 
the impact of inappropriate reference gene selection on conclusions drawn from 
qPCR experiments, and to validate the suitability of the selected candidate reference 
genes for normalization, we quantified the abundance of mRNA for stress inducible 
protein (FveSTI), a known co-chaperone of HSP70/HSP90, in floral tissues 
(receptacles and anthers) from control plants and plants growing under moderate heat 
stress conditions. Three NFs were calculated and assessed based on the geometric 
average of different reference gene combinations: the two most stably expressed 
reference genes, PP2A and NMD, identified by geNorm+qBase, and NormFinder 
(NF1); the two least stably expressed genes, (GAPDH and 18S), determined by these 
programs (NF2); and a single reference gene, EF1α, identified in as suitable for 
hormone and pathogen stressed F. ×ananassa samples (NF3)102.  
Expression analysis using PP2A and NMD showed that the relative abundance of 
FveSTI message in receptacles increased in response to elevated temperature. FveSTI 
transcripts, which were less abundantly expressed in anthers compared to receptacles, 
showed no apparent difference in heat treated anthers (Figure 2.5A). Expression 
profile of FveSTI using the two least stable reference genes (GAPDH and 18S) 
resulted in an overestimation of FveSTI transcript abundance in both control and 
experimental receptacle and anther tissues (Figure 2.5A) and the samples appeared to 
have a high degree of variability.  When the data was normalized using EF1α as a 
reference gene, the abundance of FveSTI transcripts was calculated to be at higher 




the average CV values calculated for the three NFs.  NF1 exhibited the least amount 
of variability (CV 21%) while NF2 showed the greatest (CV 48%) (Figure 2.5B).  
Normalization of FveSTI expression with NF3 across control and heat treated samples 
resulted in an average CV of 26%. 
 
Figure 2.5. A: Expression profile of FveSTI in receptacle and anther tissues under 
control and heat stressed conditions, normalized with three different normalization 
factors (NF) dependent on the reference gene chosen.NF1:PP2A and NMD, 
NF2:GAPDH and 18S, NF3:EF1α. Control conditions: (25/20o C). Heat stress 
conditions: (32/25o C). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (SEM) from two 
biological replicates.  B: Variation in the expression levels of FveSTI in receptacle 




Accuracy and reproducibility of qPCR gene expression studies are greatly 
dependent on the reference genes chosen for normalization.  To obtain reliable 
results, it is important to choose reference genes that remain unaffected by 
experimental conditions used for each experiment.  Using reference genes that have 




misleading differences in expression levels for targeted genes. Traditional reference 
genes such as GAPDH, 18S rRNA, and Actin, have been proven to be unstable in 
many experimental conditions76, 95 and, no single reference gene is guaranteed to be 
stably expressed under all circumstances. Therefore, all potential reference genes 
must be validated under experimental conditions of interest before using them for 
normalization. A growing number of publications on selecting reference genes for 
abiotic stress studies with crop plants have considered the importance of this process 
for accurate qPCR analysis but such validation studies remain limited for plants in the 
Rosaceae family. We seek to expand the resources available for gene expression 
studies in the Rosaceae by examining abiotic stress responses in the diploid 
strawberry, F.vesca. For this study, we used two software applications to evaluate the 
expression stability of 10 candidate reference genes in 20 total cDNA samples from 
different organs and tissues of strawberry that were subjected to elevated 
temperatures.  
Prior to performing the qPCR analysis, careful attention was given to 
preparative steps, which were followed in accordance with the MIQE guidelines. It is 
known that RNA tissue handling must be carefully controlled to preserve the purity 
and integrity of the RNA.  However, such practices are often overlooked and 
neglected, resulting in low quality RNA that can strongly compromise the results of 
downstream applications, which are laborious, time-consuming, and expensive 118.  
To circumvent the acquisition of meaningless gene expression data, careful RNA 
analysis was conducted using microcapillary electrophoresis with the Experion gene 




contamination, which can lead to an overestimation in the amount of RNA present, 
was also verified using intron spanning PCR primers.  Variations in RNA integrity 
have also been shown to result in up to 7-fold differences in expression levels118.  The 
Experion gene on a chip analysis provides an indirect analysis of the RNA integrity.  
To obtain a more direct measurement of the mRNA integrity and the quality of cDNA 
being utilized, a 3′ to 5′ ratio assay was also performedl118. 
Once RNA quality parameters were confirmed, expression patterns of the ten 
candidate reference genes were evaluated using geNorm + qBase, and NormFinder. 
Our data showed slight differences between geNorm + qBase and NormFinder in the 
ranking of positions three through nine. Overall, the two programs were consistent in 
the identification of the top two most stably expressed reference genes (PP2Aand 
NMD) and the least stably expressed reference gene (GAPDH).  RefFinder, ranks 
genes according to the standard ∆Ct method, geNorm, geNorm + qBase, and an 
additional program, BestKeeper.  Based on the results, RefFinder assigns a weight to 
each gene. It then give an overall ranking by calculating the geometric mean of the 
weights.  The results from RefFinder were consistent with the results from the stand 
alone programs (geNorm + qBase and NormFinder).  
These findings are comparable with the identification of PP2A as being 
among the most stably expressed genes in heat shocked and control Arabidopsis95,  
virus infected Nicotiana 119, and zucchini99.  GAPDH has been found to be the most 
variably expressed reference gene in strawberry 103, peas120, peach 121and tomato80,98 
studies.  The minor differences seen in the rankings arise because geNorm assigns 




regulated82 whereas NormFinder, an intra and intergroup variation based algorithm, is 
more sensitive to the presence of co-regulated reference genes 83. Other studies have 
also reported minor variations in rankings between the two programs100,122-123.  
PP2A and NMD were the only two genes that had acceptable expression 
stability values (M <1 and CV < 0.5) using geNorm+ qBase.  Despite being identified 
as the third most stably expressed gene, RPL36 had an M value of 1.13.  Inclusion of 
a third reference gene for normalization would introduce more variability and reduce 
the accuracy of the gene expression results. Therefore, it was determined that the 
combination of two genes, PP2A and NMD provides the most robust normalization 
factor.   
To determine how suboptimal reference genes can influence the conclusions 
drawn from gene expression analysis, the relative expression levels of FveSTI were 
normalized against three different NFs. The results suggest that FveSTI is not 
regulated by heat stress during reproductive development when normalized against 
the two most variably expressed genes. FveSTI expression normalized with EF1α 
alone suggests that there are higher levels of FveSTI transcripts present in control 
anthers than in heat stressed anthers although the expression profile of FveSTI using 
the two most stably expressed genes in these same tissues showed that there was no 
significant differences in FveSTI transcript levels.  
In summary, analysis of ten candidate reference genes for qPCR analysis of 
gene expression in tissues from strawberry plants growing at moderately elevated 
temperatures using geNorm +qBase, and NormFinder identified PP2A and NMD as 




gene, showed relatively low expression stability across samples and is not 
recommended for elevated temperature stress studies in strawberry.  This work 
benefits future genes expression studies on elevated temperature stress in strawberry 
and is applicable to other crops within the Rosaceae family.  
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2.6: Supplemental Information 
 
Table S1. Primers used for RT-PCR 














Figure S1. The α-tubulin reference gene is a non-annotated internal sequence of the 
LRR receptor-like serine/threonine protein kinase gene number 05604.  A: Screen 
shot from the GDR genome browser of gene 05604 (red box) and the internal α-
tubulin predicted gene (red arrow).  B: Screen shot from the SGR Genome Browser 




mapped to the predicted α-tubulin exons of the LRR gene.  Arrows indicate a 







Figure S2. Secondary structures of six representative primer sets illustrating 
thermodynamic stability (ΔG in kcal/mole) of amplicons. Primers are indicated by 
blue arrows. A: No secondary structures are present where primer anneals and 
efficient annealing is not hampered by formation of stable secondary structures B: 
The secondary structures at the primer annealing sites have a positive ΔG value and 



















Chapter 3: Metabolic and Gene Expression Analysis of 





Carotenoids are a group of lipid-soluble pigments with many functions in 
plants. Heat stress, resulting from a rise in temperature beyond a critical threshold for 
a period of time sufficient to cause irreversible damage, remains a major deterrent for 
normal plant growth and development and can be especially problematic for 
reproductive development. Insight into the mechanisms that regulate carotenoid 
biosynthesis in response to moderately elevated temperature stress is fundamental for 
developing more heat tolerant crops through breeding strategies. Twelve carotenoid 
biosynthesis genes in the Fragaria vesca genome were identified and characterized in 
order to examine the effect of moderately elevated temperatures on strawberry anther 
metabolism during development. qPCR analysis of expression of these genes and 
targeted metabolic profiling using high resolution LC-MS in leaves, petals, 
receptacles, anthers, and roots under control and moderately elevated temperature 
stress showed that gene expression and metabolite accumulation are tissue specific 
and differentially responsive to elevated temperature stress. 
Metabolic analysis identified seven carotenoid compounds.  The expression 
levels of PDS were positively correlated with α-, β-, or γ-carotene or lycopene and 
lutein in heat stressed leaves. PDS was also positively correlated with the 
accumulation of α-cryptoxanthin and lutein in heat stressed anthers.  
 






3.1: Introduction  
 
Carotenoids are a class of more than 600 natural lipid-soluble pigments with 
multiple functions24. As structural components of plants, carotenoids serve as 
accessory light harvesting complexes and they are responsible for protecting the 
photosynthetic apparatus against oxidative damage caused by reactive oxygen species 
(ROS)124. Their highly conjugated backbone, which allows them to absorb visible 
light at various wavelengths, contributes to the yellow, orange, and red colors in a 
number of flowers, fruits, and vegetables125. From a nutrition perspective, carotenoids 
are recognized as sources of antioxidants, precursors for vitamin A production, and 
immune modulators for animals and humans, which are incapable of biosynthesizing 
them de novo. Studies show a strong correlation between frequent consumption of 
fruits and vegetables rich in lutein, zeaxanthin, β-carotene, and lycopene, and a 
reduced risk for heart disease, visual impairment, and certain forms of cancer126-127.   
Carotenoids classified as carotenes (carbon and hydrogen containing carotenoids) 
or xanthophylls (oxygen-containing carotenoids) are synthesized by all organisms in 
the plant kingdom, as well as by some bacteria and fungi. In plants, carotenoids are 
synthesized via the plastidial methyl-erythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway 56.  The 
first committed step in carotenoid biosynthesis begins with the condensation of two 
molecules of geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate (GGPP) to give phytoene, catalyzed by 
the enzyme phytoene synthase (PSY)(Figure 3.1)22-59.Dehydrogenation of phytoene, 
catalyzed by phytoene desaturase (PDS), ζ-carotene desaturase (ZDS), 15-cis-ζ-




formation of all-trans lycopene128,129.  Lycopene, as the branch carotene in the 
pathway, can be converted into eitherα-carotene by formation of non-identical β- and 
ε-end groups, or β-carotene by formation of two β- ionone rings.  Lycopene-β-cyclase 
(LCYB), in concert with lycopene-ε-cyclase (LCYE), catalyzes the formation of α-
carotene. Two rounds of cyclization of  lycopene by LCYB results in the production 
ofβ-carotene22-59.  Subsequent hydroxylations of α-carotene by an ε-carotene 
hydroxylase (EOHASE) known as LUT1 and theβ-carotene hydroxylase (BOHASE) 
called LUT5 produce lutein.  In the other branch of the pathway, two diooxygenases 
with BOHASE activity catalyze the formation of zeaxanthin through the β-






Figure 3.1. The carotenoid biosynthetic pathway in higher plants. Names of 
compounds are bold and abbreviated names of enzymes are in red.  PSY, phytoene 
synthase; PDS, phytoene desaturase; ZDS, ζ-carotene desaturase; 15-cis-ζ-carotene 
isomerase, ZISO; CRTISO, carotenoid isomerase; LCYB, lycopene-β-cyclase; 
LCYE, lycopene-ε-cyclase; BOHASE, β-carotene hydroxylase; EOHASE, ε-carotene 
hydroxylase.  
 
Research on the physiological roles of carotenoids during plant reproduction 
has focused on metabolism associated with petal and fruit color, fruit and vegetable 
nutritional content, flower aroma, or the production of the phytohormones abscisic 
acid (ABA) and strigalactones130,33. No studies to date have addressed whether 
carotenoids have roles in mitigating damage in reproductive organs in response to 




emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases make elevated temperature a major 
concern for agricultural systems 93. Heat stress results from an increase in temperature 
beyond a critical threshold for a period of time sufficient to cause irreversible 
damage131, and it disrupts homoeostasisas well as limits all phases of plant 
development61. One of the major consequences of environmental stress is the 
production of ROS. It is well known that ROS such as, singlet oxygen 
(1O2),superoxide (O2−), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and hydroxyl radical (HO.) cause 




Figure 3.2. Modified Alexander’s staining of F. vesca 5AF7 pollen from plants 
growing at A: 25oC day/20oC night. B: 32oC day/25oC night. Viable pollen stains 
magenta with a blue perimeter (black arrows) while aborted pollen appears light blue 
and transparent (green arrow). 
 
 
The dessert strawberry (F.×ananassa ) which is grown throughout the world, is a 
hybrid of two octoploid species, F.chiloensis and F. virginiana, and is cultivated for 
its fruit5. Strawberry production depends on the successful development of the 




abiotic stresses such as elevated temperature stress133. Alexander’s staining of pollen 
from the diploid strawberry F. vesca, Fig. 3.2, shows that moderately elevated 
temperatures affects pollen production and viability. This results in low rates of 
fertilization, and fruit are subsequently not formed or develop abnormally133.  The 
diploid woodland strawberry, F. vesca has been embraced as the model system for 
genomic research in strawberries106. Morphological studies conducted in F. vesca 
show that, like the octoploid dessert strawberry,  the flowers of F. vesca have orange-
yellow anthers, yellow carpels, and yellow pollen134 and (Figure 3.3), however the 
types and role(s) of the responsible pigments are not known. 
 
Figure 3.3. Image adopted from Hollender et al.134, showing the accumulation of a 
yellow pigment in anthers during development 
 
 
Twelve genes involved in carotenoid biosynthesis were identified in the F. vesca 
genome, and their expression profiles in anthers during development during and after 
meiosis were examined.  In light of the negative impact of elevated temperature on 
pollen production and viability, we examined the effects of elevated temperature 
stress on expression of these eleven carotenoid biosynthesis genes in floral tissues and 
leaves in the diploid strawberry, F. vesca. In parallel, the effect of heat stress injury 
on carotenoid accumulation in these tissues was examined. Insight into the functions 




provide the groundwork for breeding or genetically engineering more heat tolerant 
strawberries and other fruit crops.  
 
3.2: Materials and Methods 
 
3.2.1: Plant Material and Stress Treatment 
Plants of F. vescainbred line, 5AF7 (PI 641092) were grown under a 14 hour 
daylength in controlled environment chambers at the USDA facilities located in 
Beltsville, MD. The growth chambers were maintained at 20oC during the night, with 
an increase to 25oC over two hours following the onset of light. Temperature was 
maintained at 25oC until the lights are turned off, then ramped down to 20oC over one 
hour. Plants were maintained in 10.2cm pots and watered daily with a dilute solution 
of Miracle Grow™ Tomato Plant Food according to the manufacturer’s 
specifications. For elevated temperature treatment, seedlings were grown at 25/20oC 
until plants showed their first open flower. Visible inflorescences were removed from 
all plants, and crowns were trimmed to the youngest fully opened leaf108.  Five 
trimmed plants were maintained at 25oC/20oC and five plants were placed at 32oC 
/25oC for at least three weeks. 
 
3.2.2: Modified Alexander’s Staining for Pollen Viability  
 
Pollen viability was analyzed using a modified Alexander’s stain135. Flower 
buds or anthers from control (25/20oC) and heat treated (32/25oC) plants were 
harvested and fixed in Carnoy’s solution (ethanol/chloroform/acetic acid, 6:3:1 v/v/v) 
at room temperature for a minimum of two hours.  Buds were manually dissected and 




Anthers were macerated with a syringe needle prior to being flattened with a 
coverslip. The slides were gently heated for about 30s over an alcohol flame prior to 
observation with a Zeiss Axio Scope A1 microscope equipped with an AxioCam 
camera (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, LLC, USA).  The percentage of viable pollen is 
expressed as the ratio of viable pollen grains to the total grain number.  A total of 500 
pollen grains were counted from control plants and heat treated plants.  Percent 
viabilities are reported as an average from three replicates of 500 grains each. 
 
3.2.3: RNA Extraction and cDNA Synthesis 
 
Plant tissues, harvested by manual dissection from open flowers between 
4:00-6:00 pm, were quick frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC.  Each sample 
consisted of tissues pooled from multiple flowers and plants, and some samples 
consisted of harvests from multiple days.  Frozen tissues were powdered with a 
stainless steel bead in a Qiagen Tissue Lyser (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) before 
extracting RNA.  All RNAs were either immediately stored at-80oC or 1μg of RNA 
was reverse transcribed using Superscript® III (Invitrogen, USA) in a reaction primed 
with oligo dT as described in the manufacturer’s instructions. The absence of 
genomic DNA was verified by conventional PCR using intron spanning primers for 
either FveGAPDH or FveTubulin (Table S1) in a 15 µl reaction using HotStar Plus 
Master Mix (Qiagen). PCR cycling conditions were as follows: 95oC for 5 mins, 94 
oC for 30s, 60oC for 30s, 72oC for 1 min for 35 cycles, and a final elongation step at 
72oC for 10 mins.  
Gene specific primers were designed using Primer Express 3.0 (Applied 




of 75-90 bp, with an optimal melting temperature (Tm) of 60oC, and a GC content of 
at least 40%. MFOLD (version 3.0)113, with default settings (50mM Na+, 3 mM 
Mg2+), and an annealing temperature of 60oC, was used to verify that the primers 
selected gave products with minimal secondary structures (Figure S1). Primer pairs 
for carotenoid biosynthesis genes analyzed in this study are listed in Table 3.1. PCR 
efficiencies and correlation coefficients (R2) for each pair were determined using 
LinReg114.   
Table 3.1 Primer sequences for genes involved in carotenoid biosynthesis in 
strawberry 
 





Forward and Reverse Primer 





PCR efficiencya R2 
PSY F: GGGCCAAATAAAGCGAGCTA 
R: GCCCACACTGGCCATCTACT 
90 81.97 2.00 ± 0.02 0.9952 
PDS F: CGAGACCCGAGCTTGACAAT 
R: TGGGCGAGGAGAGGATCTAA 
80 80.45 2..07 ± 0.02 0.9942 
ZDS F:TCAAGGCAATTGAAGCAAGCT 
R: GTGCTAGGTCGGCAAAGCA 
85 80.58 2.03 ± 0.03 0.9975 
LCYB F: CTGTCAGCAGAAGTGTGGAAAGA 
R: GCAGAATGGACATGCCAAAA 
85 79.99 2.05 ± 0.03 0.9920 
LCYE F: CTCTGGCCAGAAAGGAAA 
R: GCATGCCCTCAATGTCCATT 
85 81.41 2.07 ± 0.02 0.9983 
BOHASE1 F: CAGAGCGATTGGCCAAGAAG 
R: GCCATGGAAGTGATACCAAAGC 
85 80.92 2.07 ± 0.02 0.9993 
BOHASE2 F: CGAAACAATCTACTTGCCAGAAAA 
R: CATAACCACGCGTCTCTTCTTTG 














3.2.4: Real-Time Quantitative PCR (qPCR) Analysis 
 
The accumulation of transcripts of nine F. vesca genes with homology to 
Arabidopsis carotenoid metabolism genes was analyzed with an iQ5 iCycler (Bio-
Rad) using SYBR Green master mix in a final volume of 20 μl.  The conditions of the 
program for qPCR were as follows: 1 min and 30s at 95oC, 40 cycles at 60°C for 1 
min.  At the conclusion of the qPCR experiment, a melting curve analysis was 
performed over the ranges of 60oC and 95°C to confirm that only a single product 
was amplified (Figure S2).  cDNAs from two biological replicate samples were used 
for quantitative analysis, and two technical replicates were analyzed for each 
biological replicate. The relative transcript levels of each gene were normalized to 
reference genes, NAD-dependent malic dehydrogenase (NMD) and protein 
phosphatase 2A (PP2A) based on previous results (Chapter 2). Primer sequences for 
NMD and PP2A can be found in Table S1. 
 
3.2.5: Carotenoid Extraction 
 
Tissues for carotenoid analyses were harvested into dichloromethane rinsed, 
pre-weighed 1.5ml microfuge tubes and the fresh weight of each sample was 
determined prior to rapid freezing in liquid nitrogen and storage at -80oC.  All 
extractions were performed on dry ice under minimal lighting.  Two or three stainless 
steel beads (1.6 mm diameter) were placed into each tube and 8 times the volume of 
ice cold analytical grade methylene chloride containing 4µM of n-
hexadecylbenzamide as the internal standard were added to each tube prior to 




(SpexSamplePrep,Metuchen, NJ, USA).  Samples were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 
10 mins at 4oC, then placed on dry ice.  Using dry-ice cold pipette tips, the 
supernatants were transferred to 2 ml amber vials from which 50 µl of extract was 
loaded into autosampler vials for LC-MS.   
 
3.2.6: Analysis of carotenoids by LC-MS  
Carotenoids were analyzed using a DionexUltiMate®3000 RSLC ?UHPLC 
system coupled to a Q Exactive™ Hybrid Quadrupole-OrbitrapMass Spectrometer 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, California). Samples, 0.25 µl, were injected onto 
an Agilent Zorbax SB-CN1.8 μm (2.1 x 100 mm) column, operated at 23oC.  The 
mobile phase consisted of 0.1% formic acid in water (v/v) as solvent (A) and 0.1% 
formic acid in acetonitrile (v/v) as solvent (B).  The gradient conditions of the mobile 
phase were 65% B at 0 min, 95% B at 5 min, 95% B at 7 min, and 95% B at 12 min 
with a flow rate of 0.4 ml/min.  Analytes were detected using an electrospray 
ionization (ESI) interface operated in positive mode.  The conditions of the ESI 
source were as follows: spray voltage, 3.8kv; capillary temperature, 350oC; probe 
heater temperature, 375°C.  Tuning and calibration was performed before sample 
analysis.  For full scan MS analysis, the spectra were recorded from 340-610 m/z.  
Data acquisition and processing were performed using XCalibur ™ (ThermoFisher 
Scientific). Metabolites were identified by comparing their retention time and mass 
spectrometric fragmentation pattern with those of reference compounds. Relative 
quantities of the identified carotenoids were calculated as the ratio between the peak 




(m/z=346.3108) standard.  Relative quantities are reported as an average from three 
biological replicates ± SEM. 
 
3.2.7: Carotenoid Biosynthesis Gene Identification and Sequence Analysis 
 
Genes identified as encoding enzymes in the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway 
in Arabidopsis were found by searching the publicly available literature, the TAIR 
website (www.arabidopsis.org ) and the National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI) protein and nucleotide databases. Arabidopsis nucleotide and 
protein sequences were then used to search the strawberry genome using the Basic 
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)136 at Genome Database for Rosaceae (GDR: 
www.rosaceae.org)137. The gene structures of the identified GeneMark hybrid138 
strawberry gene models were visualized using the Strawberry Genome browser at 
GDR. Protein and nucleotide sequences were aligned and compared using CLUSTAL 
W139. The NCBI Conserved Domain Database was used to search protein sequences 
for conserved domains and motifs140. Molecular weights of deduced proteins were 
calculated using the compute pI/Mwtool at the ExPASy: SIB Bioinformatics 
Research Portal141 and the presence of a signal peptide was predicted using 
ChloroP142. Information regarding gene structure was obtained by comparing the 
cDNA sequence of each gene obtained at Strawberry Genomic Resources112  (SGR: 
http://bioinformatics.towson.edu/strawberry/Default.aspx) with the corresponding 







3.3.1: Pollen Viability 
 
Both pollen viability and the production of mature pollen grains are affected 
by elevated temperature. The percentage of viable pollen was determined as the ratio 
of the number of viable grains to the total grain number counted.  Viable pollen grains 
stained with Alexander’s stain appear magenta-red with a blue perimeter; while 
aborted pollen grains appear pale blue or translucent (Figure 3.2).  Almost 100% of 
the pollen in control plants stained as viable whereas one quarter of the pollen from 
plants exposed to elevated temperatures stained as aborted (Table 3.2). In addition, 
the number of grains per anther was substantially lower in the plants exposed to 
higher temperatures. Three anthers from control plants were sufficient to count 500 
pollen grains, while eleven anthers from heat treated plants were required to count the 
same number of grains.  
 
Table 3.2 Percentage of viable pollen in control plants and plants growing at elevated 
temperature 
 
Sample Conditions Non-aborted pollen (%) 
Control 25oC day/20oC night 96.9 ± 0. 3 
Heat treated  32oC day /25oC night 76.0 ± 2 
Values are the mean ±standard deviation from three replicates of 500 grains 
 
3.3.2: Identification of Carotenoid Biosynthesis Genes in Strawberry 
 
To identify carotenoid biosynthesis gene homologs in strawberry, nucleotide 




strawberry genome using BLAST136 at GDR 137. In all, twelve genes were identified. 
Gene nomenclature follows that in Arabidopsis59 (Table 3.3). Full and abbreviated 
gene names, gene model number, gene length, protein length, protein size and 
chloroplast transit peptide cleavage sites are listed in Table 3.3. Two F. vesca genes 
with homology to one of the Arabidopsis carotenoid isomerases 143 were identified.  
Six of the eleven genes identified are on chromosome 6 (Table S2). Two 
genes (LCYE and BOHASE1) are located on chromosome 7, and the desaturases (PDS 
and ZDS) are located on chromosomes 4 and 1, respectively. Comparison of the full 
length cDNA sequences with the corresponding genomic DNA sequence revealed 
that LCYB is the only one of the eleven genes with no introns (Table 3.3). Intron 
numbers for the remaining ten genes ranged from 4 to 17. Analysis of the cDNA 
sequences showed that BOHASE (LUT 5) has the longest ORF; 2,223 nucleotides 
encoding740 amino acids with a calculated molecular mass of 83.43 kDa. BOHASE 
2, with the shortest ORF; 879 nucleotides encoding 292 amino acids, has a calculated 
molecular mass of32.79 kDa (Table 3.3). Conserved domains and motifs are 
represented for the different F. vesca carotenoid biosynthesis enzymes in Figure 3.4. 
A chloroplast transit peptide sequence could be identified for all except LCYB and 
BOHASE 2. The trans-isoprenyl pyrophosphate synthase domain, which is 
responsible for catalyzing the formation of phytoene, is present as expected in PSY. 
The Rossmann fold domain, found in a number of dehydrogenases involved in redox 
reactions in glycolysis, the Krebs cycle, and photosynthesis, is comprised of a series 
of alternating β-sheets and α-helices that bind dinucleotides, such as flavinadenine 




adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADP)144. A dinucleotide binding site specific for 
NAD(P)H is predicted by the presence of a Rossmann fold in both of the desaturases, 
the cyclases, and one of the isomerases (CRTISO1) .PDS and ZDS also have domains 
associated with flavin containing amino oxidase activity, which catalyzes the 
oxidation of phytoene to yield ζ-carotene and prolycopene, respectively. LCYB and 
LCYE have a conserved region identified as the lycopene cyclase motif. BOHASE2 
lacks an identifiable signal peptide although it and BOHASE1 each have four 
transmembrane domains, consistent with being an integral part of membrane systems. 
Both enzymes also have conserved domains identified as having β-carotene and fatty 


















































PDS 16877 8.019 1521 10 506 55.84 79 
ζ-Carotene 
desaturase 
ZDS 16518 5.568 1833 14 610 67.30 73 
15-cis ζ-Carotene 
isomerase 
ZISO 22287 2.588 1116 3 391 44.03 92 
Carotenoid 
isomerase 1 
CRTISO1 18138 4.812 1743 11 580 63.81 70 
Carotenoid 
isomerase 2 
CRTISO2 29208 4.082 1710 8 569 61.55 62 
Lycopene-β-
cyclase 
LCYB 21899 1.494 1494 0 497 55.84 NI 
Lycopene-ε-
cyclase 
LCYE 12683 2.940 1692 10 543 60.42 12 
β-Carotene 
hydroxylase 1 
BOHASE1 13195 1695 936 6 311 34.91 59 
β-Carotene 
hydroxylase 2 















(a)GeneMarkPlus hybrid gene model number 
(b) Length of the genomic DNA in kilobase pairs 
(c) Length of coding sequence in base pairs 
(d) Number of introns within gene 
(e)Length of translated protein in amino acids 
(f) Calculated molecular weight of polypeptide in kilodaltonsusing Expasy 


















3.3.2: Expression of Carotenoid Biosynthesis Genes During Anther Development 
The expression profiles of eleven genes encoding enzymes in the central 
carotenoid biosynthetic pathway (PSY, PDS, ZDS, CRTISO1, CRTISO2, LCYB, 
LCYE, BOHASE1, BOHASE2, BOHASE(LUT 5), and EOHASE (LUT 1), were 
examined with RNA seq data from diploid strawberry anthers at five stages of flower 
bud development beginning just before meiosis (stages 7-8), progressing through 
meiosis (stage 9), and through stages 10,  11 and 12, when visual assessment showed 
the progressive accumulation of yellow/orange pigment(s) (Figure 3.3). The 
transcriptome data were collected as part of a larger project (Hollander et al. 2014)134 
to obtain transcriptome information from different floral tissues throughout floral 
development, and are expressed as reads per kilobase of transcript per million 
mapped reads (RPKM)(Table 3.4). 
The accumulation of PSY transcripts in anthers increased almost 5 fold between 
stages 9 and 10, reaching the maximum level in anthers at stage 11, coinciding with 
the visible change in anther color from translucent and very pale yellow to opaque 
and dense yellow. Several genes in the pathway followed a similar expression trend 
except that maximal transcript levels were seen one stage earlier (stage 10). 
Transcripts of PDS, ZDS, and LCYE increased in abundance between stage 7-8 and 
stage 9, peaking in accumulation at bud stage 10.  CRTISO1 and LCYB appear to 
follow this general trend as well, except at lower levels of accumulation. However, 
not all of the genes examined follow this trend.  CRTISO2, as well as BOHASE1 and 
EOHASE exhibited low but constant levels of transcript accumulation throughout 




hardly detected until the later stages of development, reaching a maximum level at 
stage 12. Conversely, BOHASE 1 transcripts were detected maximally in anthers at 
early stages (7-8).  Low levels of transcripts associated with PSY and PDS, but above 
the 0.5 threshold, were detected in mature pollen (Table 3.4). 
 

















PSY 40.45 44.75 214.60 293.40 180.75 1.23 
PDS 28.85 58.45 150.10 35.55 31.75 5.85 
ZDS 22.20 63.90 180.40 43.25 45.15 0.25 
ZISO 19.68 22.26 91.13 15.89 5.14 0.00 
CRTISO1 7.58 9.51 14.11 6.42 4.28 0.00 
CRTISO2 3.38 2.01 1.67 0.33 0.28 0.00 
LCYB 13.85 22.90 34.35 16.35 11.10 0.16 
LCYE 11.85 158.60 307.00 81.35 58.50 0.10 
BOHASE1 40.35 6.85 9.60 12.10 16.30 0.23 
BOHASE2 0.43 0.16 0.53 5.10 60.65 0.15 
BOHASE/LUT5 18.20 24.85 80.45 38.15 10.85 0.09 
EOHASE/LUT1 11.80 14.05 13.30 13.40 7.60 0.07 




3.3.3: Carotenoid Analysis 
To define a relationship between carotenoid accumulation and gene 
expression levels in response to temperature stress, the carotenoid content in the same 
tissues used to carry out the qPCR studies were compared by liquid chromatography-
mass spectrometry (LC-MS).  The analysis was capable of identifying seven known 
carotenoids based on spectra and chromatographic retention (Figure 3.5 and Figure 




detected in all of the tissues examined. Compound 2 had a quasi-molecular ion at m/z 
552.4324 corresponding to α-cryptoxanthin. α-Cryptoxanthin was present in all the 
tissues except roots, while β-cryptoxanthin (3), eluting at 5.2 min, was detected only 
in leaves under normal growing conditions. Peak 4 was also detected in all of the 
tissues examined and produced a quasi-molecular ion at m/z 536.4379 corresponding 
to α-β-, or γ- carotene or lycopene.  The isomers, α-β-, and γ-carotene and lycopene, 
each with a quasi-molecular ion of 536.4379, could not be fully resolved with the 
chromatographic method used, and no differential fragmentation characteristics were 
found for these compounds. For analysis they are therefore grouped together and 
referred to as peak 4. 
Careful comparison with retention times of standard compounds indicates that 
in leaves, peak 4 is either β-carotene and/or lycopene.  However, there are no current 
reports to suggest that lycopene, which is found in the chromoplasts of fruits (e.g. 
watermelon, guava, tomato), is present in the chloroplasts of green tissues.  
Therefore, peak 4 in leaves is most probably β-carotene.  To definitively determine 
the identity of peak 4 in leaves, further analyses need to be conducted. Based on the 
retention time of the centroid of the experimental peak, petals, receptacles, and roots 
most likely contain β-and/or γ-carotene .In anthers, this peak is most likely to be 
predominately γ-carotene. Definitive clarification of which isomer is present in these 
















Figure 3.5. LC-ESI-MS chromatograms of F. vesca leaves, petals, receptacles, 
anthers, and roots grown under control (25/20 oC) and heat stressed (32/25 oc) 
conditions(A) leaves grown at 25/20 oC (B) leaves grown at 32/25 oC, (C)petals 
grown at 25/20 oC, (D) petals grown at anthers32/25 oC, (E) receptacles grown at 
25/20 oC , (F) receptacles grown at 32/25 oC, (G) anthers grown at 25/20 oC, (H) 
anthers grown at 32/25 oC. (I) roots grown at 25/20 oC. (J) anther grown at  32/25 oC. 
Peaks are as follows: 1, lutein; 2, α-cryptoxanthin; 3, β-cryptoxanthin; 4, α-β- or γ-
carotene, or lycopene.  
 
Results showed that the relative amounts of peak 4 decreased in heat stressed 
leaves (Figure 3.6). No significant differences in the relative amounts of the identified 
carotenoids were observed in heat stressed petals, receptacles, and roots. In heat 
stressed anthers, however, there was an increase in the accumulation of the 
xanthophylls α-cryptoxanthin and lutein as compared to controls, but no differences 
in the accumulation of the carotenes (α-, β-, or γ-carotene or lycopene) were found 
(Figure 3.6). β-Cryptoxanthin was only detected in leaves and neither α- or β-







Figure 3.6. Relative accumulation of carotenoids in leaves and floral organs of 
F.vesca grown under control (25/20oC) and moderate heat stress conditions 
(32/25oC). Relative quantities are normalized to the internal standard, n-
hexadecylbenzamide. Error bars represent SEM from three replicates. 
 
 
3.3.4: Effects of Elevated Temperature on Expression of Carotenoid Biosynthesis 
Genes  
Tissue-specific and heat regulated expression patterns of PSY, PDS, ZDS, 
LCYB, LCYE, BOHASE 1, BOHASE 2, BOHASE (LUT 5), and EOHASE (LUT 1) in 
F. vesca during flower development were measured by qPCR. Transcripts of all nine 
genes were detected in petals, receptacles, and mature anthers. However, transcripts 
of PSY were not found in roots and were barely detectable in leaves (Figure 3.7). Low 
levels of transcripts of LCYE and BOHASE 2 were also observed in leaves, and in 
roots. 
Levels of PSY transcripts declined in heat-treated petals but showed no 




compared to controls (Figure 3.7). Reduced transcript levels in heat treated petals 
were also observed for ZDS, LCYE, and EOHASE (LUT5), while no significant 
differences were observed between heat treated leaf, receptacle, anther, and root 
samples and controls.  Unlike PSY, ZDS, LCYE, and EOHASE, PDS transcript levels 
did not appear to be affected by heat stress in petals. However, PDS appears to be 
downregulated in heat stressed leaves, receptacles, and roots, although there is an 
increase in transcript accumulation in heat stressed anthers as compared to controls. 
Figure 3.7 shows that LCYB transcripts increase in heat stressed receptacles as 
compared to controls, however heat stress results in fewer transcripts in petals and 
had no effect in anthers and roots. No significant differences in the expression levels 
of BOHASE1, BOHASE 2, and BOHASE (LUT5) in response to elevated temperature 
stress were found in any of the tissues examined (Figure 3.7). 
 
 
Figure 3.7. Carotenoid biosynthesis gene expression in F. vesca in response to 
moderately elevated temperatures. Relative mRNA levels for individual genes in 









 Much of the published research on the roles of carotenoids has focused 
on photosynthesis, coloration of fruits and vegetables, and human health. However, 
little is known about how temperature stress affects their production and 
accumulation in plant reproductive organs, which are critical to crop production in 
many vegetables, grains, and fruits such as strawberry, apple, peach and other 
members of the Rosaceae family.  Little is known about the effects of elevated 
temperature stress on carotenoid biosynthesis in anthers and carpels, where 
developmental stages leading to production of the ovule and pollen may be 
particularly susceptible to disruption of cellular homeostasis and production of ROS. 
We have begun to address these issues by using genomics and targeted metabolomics 
in parallel to characterize carotenoid production and accumulation in diploid 
strawberry flowers and leaves in response to moderate heat stress. 
High resolution LC-MS allowed us to analyze the differential accumulation of 
seven carotenoids in leaf, petals, anthers, receptacles with attached pistils, and roots 
of control plants and plants growing for several weeks at moderately elevated 
temperatures. Diploid strawberry anthers weigh less than 1.0 mg each, so the limited 
amount of anther tissue precluded analysis by routinely used LC-UV/Vis.  
 Lutein was detected in all of the samples examined, as had been previously 
described in other crops and flowers such as maize, zucchini, marigolds and Japanese 




the Japanese morning glory based on HPLC-UV analyses147, it was not detected in 
any of the tissues we examined using a more sensitive technique that detected the 
zeaxanthin standard.  This result, together with the observed expression of the beta-
carotene hydroxylases (BOHASE 1 and BOHASE 2) in leaves, petals, receptacles, and 
anthers, suggests that these tissues might be making zeaxanthin but may not be 
accumulating it, possibly due to flux through the xanthophyll cycle in leaves. The 
lack of color in the petals of white chrysanthemums has been attributed to the 
shunting of carotenoids into the carotenoid cleavage pathway148. This might also be 
an explanation for the lack of zeaxanthin in our samples, particularly in the petals, 
which are white in color. α-Cryptoxanthin was identified in all of the  samples except 
roots, while β-cryptoxanthin, an isomer of α-cryptoxanthin, was only identified in 
leaves under normal temperature conditions. 
LC conditions were selected to maximize retention and resolution compared 
to the commonly used reverse-phase (RP) methods initially tested and to be 
compatible with mass spectral analysis. Hydrophilic interaction liquid 
chromatography (HILIC) proved to be most effective in separating the polar 
carotenoids. A major limitation of the cyano column we used is that it was unable to 
fully resolve the carotenes, resulting in the co-elution of the isomers, α-,β-, or γ-
carotene or lycopene, designated as peak 4.  Unlike the xanthophylls, which were 
likely retained and resolved through a combination of hydrogen bonding between 
hydroxyl groups and the cyano stationary phase and electrostatic interactions, the lack 
of functional groups and high structural similarity among the carotenes made 




because of the increased column retention and solvent compatibility with ESI-MS-
based analyses. 
Gene expression analyses carried out using qPCR showed that genes involved 
in biosynthesis genes are differentially expressed during both during vegetative and 
reproductive development and in response to elevated temperature. Reduced 
accumulation of both the carotenes (α-,β-, γ-carotene or lycopene) and lutein, together 
with decreased  PDS  transcript accumulation, in heat stressed leaves, receptacles, and 
roots suggests that carotenoids are being degraded, perhaps as a function of 
scavenging ROS in leaves, but they are not being replaced. In contrast, a positive 
correlation between PDS expression and α-cryptoxanthin and lutein accumulation in 
heat stressed anthers suggest that these carotenoids (possibly functioning as 
antioxidants) are being replaced. The complex differences in carotenoid accumulation 
and gene expression profiles of various genes in different tissues in response to 
elevated temperature suggests that posttranscriptional regulation mechanisms 
influence carotenoid accumulation, and that translational mechanisms, and enzyme 
activation by posttranslational modifications need to be considered.   
This is the first report addressing carotenoid biosynthesis in response to 
elevated temperature stress during floral development. In addition to uncovering 
some of the complexities of this interaction, this study provides a foundation for 
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Forward and Reverse Primer Sequence 




















Table S2.  Chromosome localization of gene encoding enzymes involved in 






Phytoene synthase 6 
Phytoene desaturase 4 




Carotenoid isomerase 1 6 
Carotenoid isomerase 2 5 
Lycopene-β-cyclase 6 
Lycopene-ε-cyclase 7 
β-Carotene hydroxylase  7 















Figure S1.Secondary structures of the amplicons for 6 representative primer sets, 
illustrating thermodynamic stability (ΔG in kcal/mole) of amplicons. Primers are 
indicated by blue arrows. A: No secondary structures are present where primer 
anneals and efficient annealing is not hampered by formation of stable secondary 
structures in the three different examples. B: The secondary structures at the primer 
annealing sites have a positive ΔG value and Tm <60ºC and hence does not influence 









Figure S2. Dissociation curve of nine carotenoid biosynthesis genes, illustrating a 








Figure S3. Selected ion chromatograms (SIC) and corresponding mass spectra 


















Chapter 4: Identification and Characterization of Three 




Phytoene synthase (PSY), the first enzyme in the biosynthetic pathway for 
carotenoids, catalyzes the condensation of phytoene from two molecules of 
geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate. Carotenoids are a diverse family of lipophilic 
pigments that have important functions in plant physiology and ecology, and human 
health. PSY is known to be encoded by a small gene family in several different plant 
species. Here we report the structural and functional characterization of three PSY 
genes in the diploid strawberry, Fragaria vesca. Amino acid alignment showed that 
the catalytic trans-isoprenyl pyrophosphate synthase domain is conserved in all three 
strawberry enzymes. Phylogenetic analysis indicated three clades within the family. 
The single Arabidopsis PSY is most homologous to FvePSY2, while FvePSY3 is 
closely related to one of the peach or loquat PSYs. Genomic analyses revealed that 
the PSY gene family exhibits functional diversity in plant tissues, both with respect to 
location and stage of development, as well as in response to abiotic stress.  In leaves 
and roots, expression of PSY family members is not affected by moderately elevated 
temperature stress, whereas in petals and anthers, PSYs are differentially down 
regulated. PSY2 transcripts increased in samples consisting of receptacles with 










Carotenoids are a diverse group of more than 600 lipophilic pigments that 
play essential roles in plant and animal life24. In plants, carotenoids serve as accessory 
light-harvesting pigments and visual and olfactory attractants for pollinators and seed 
dispersers24, 56. Carotenoids are also precursors for the production of the hormones 
abscisic acid (ABA) and strigalactones, which are involved in plant responses to 
abiotic conditions such as CO2 levels and drought as well as in plant development24, 
149.In animals, carotenoids play roles in sexual reproduction and they help support 
human health and nutrition by functioning as precursors for vitamin A (retinal, 
retinol, and retinoic acid)24, 150. Vitamin A ,an essential apocarotenoid derived from β-
carotene, α-carotene, and β-cryptoxanthin, is required for processes related to vision, 
immune response, and normal cell growth and development150. Concerns with 
vitamin A deficiency and disease, particularly in developing countries, among the 
elderly, and in communities where malnutrtition is most prevalent, has sparked 
considerable interest to develop transgenic crops with increased levels of pro-vitamin 
A151. 
All carotenoids classified as xanthophylls (the oxygenated carotenoids) or 
carotenes (the hydrocarbon carotenoids) are derived from the isoprenoid molecules, 
isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP)152. De 
novo synthesis, which occurs in the membranes of plastids, including chloroplasts, 




The first committed step in the pathway is the condensation of two molecules of 
geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate to the C40 compound phytoene59. This step, which is 
widely considered to be rate-limiting, is catalyzed by phytoene synthase (PSY)24, 153. 
It is well known that carotenoid flux is controlled by PSY at both transcriptional 
and post-transcriptional levels154,155. For example, studies showed that allelic 
variations in the wheat PSY resulted in reduced carotenoid levels156 and in cassava 
(Manihot esculenta), a single nucleotide polymorphism in MePSY2 resulted in greater 
production and accumulation of carotenoids in root tissues157.   
In many plants PSY is encoded by a small gene family. While only a single 
PSY gene appears to be present in Arabidopsis158 and daffodil159, two distinct PSY 
genes have been identified in tobacco, tomato, carrot, cassava and poplar158. At least 
three PSY genes have been described for zucchini160, loquat161, banana162 and several 
members of the Poaceae family, including maize163 and rice164. Individual members 
of PSY gene families may be differentially expressed suggesting functional diversity. 
In tomato, SlPSY1is predominately expressed in fruits and flowers, where tissues 
contain chromoplasts, whereas transcripts of SlPSY2 are found in association with 
green chloroplast containing tissues such as leaves165. Two PSY genes with different 
expression profiles during melon fruit development have also been reported166. 
Transcription of PSY genes is responsive to environmental cues153, as 
evidenced in rice and maize, where PSY3, which is involved in biosynthesis of 
carotenoids in roots, in response to drought and salt stress, and is positively regulated 
by ABA, a product of the carotenoid pathway. Despite these findings, there is still a 




through the carotenoid pathway. Baron et al.167 showed that ABA biosynthesis 
increases in response to heat and cold stress in leaves and inflorescence meristems of  
Arabidopsis. Current investigations in blueberry also support upregulation of ABA-
responsive genes in cold stressed plants (Rowland, personal communication).  No 
studies to date have addressed the impact of elevated temperature stress on the 
upstream carotenoid biosynthetic pathway which can ultimately regulate ABA levels. 
The cultivated strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa Duch.), an agronomically 
important fruit crop in the Rosaceae family, is rich in antioxidants and other 
phytonutrients known for improvement of human health.  Fruit production is best 
when grown in temperate climates168, and production of quality berries is negatively 
impacted by  moderately elevated temperatures, which inhibit photosynthesis  and 
affect reproductive development. Fewer fruit are formed and those that are have poor 
shape as a result of abnormal pollen development105. As a result, there is a strong 
demand for attaining heat tolerant strawberries through genetic breeding. The diploid 
woodland strawberry, Fragaria vesca106, has been embraced as a useful tool for 
genomic research in Fragaria and its short seed to seed cycle70 and sequenced 
genome (240 Mb)69 make it more amenable than the octoploid commercial 
strawberry, F. ×ananassa, for laboratory studies of the effects of elevated 
temperature on reproductive development and carotenoid biosynthesis.  
Here, we describe the identification and characterization of the PSY gene 
family in F. vesca. Structural evidence is presented that these chloroplast genes 
encode membrane-bound proteins, each having a conserved trans-isoprenyl 





4.2: Materials and Methods 
 
4.2.1: Plant Material and Stress Treatment 
 
Plants of F. vesca inbred line, 5AF7 (PI 641092) were grown in controlled 
environment chambers under a 14 hour daylength, as described in Chapter 3. For heat 
stress studies, half of the plants kept at 25/20 oC were transferred to a new growth 
chamber and maintained at 32oC during the day and 25 oC at night. Just before 
transfer, visible inflorescences were removed from the plants and crowns were 
trimmed of leaves to the youngest fully opened leaf 108.Tissues were harvested 
between 4:00-6:00 pm, immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.  
RNA analyzed for alternative splicing analyses was extracted from seedlings 
growing aseptically on vertical plates containing 0.8% water agar with 0.1% sucrose 
added.  Aseptic, germinated seeds were sown on square plates that were maintained 
under constant light (120-150 µmol/m2 s) at 25oC.  After one week, the seedlings 
were harvested between 12:00-2:00 pm.  Seedlings were rinsed in sterile distilled 
water and patted dry with paper wipes. They were immediately weighed and frozen in 
liquid nitrogen.   All frozen tissues were stored at -80 oC. 
 
4.2.2: RNA Extraction and cDNA Synthesis 
 
Total RNA from seedlings, leaves, roots, and floral organswere extracted 
using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), with slight 
modification to the manufacturer’s instructions. Extractions were carried out using up 
to 50 mg of tissue per sample instead of 100 mg.  Samples were treated with DNase I 




determined using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Wilmington, DE, USA). RNA integrity was checked using the Experion lab-on-chip 
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA).All samples had RQI values greater than 
9.0. cDNA was reverse transcribed from 1μg of RNA using Superscript® III reverse 
transcriptase (Life Technologies, Renton, WA, USA) primed with oligo dT in a total 
volume of 20μl according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  
The absence of genomic DNA was confirmed by endpoint PCR using primers 
that spanned introns in F. vesca chloroplastic glyceraldehyede and α-tubulin 
(Supplemental Table 1). PCR reactions, using 2 μl of cDNA (diluted 1:10), 0.4μM of 
gene specific primer, and HotStarTaq Plus Master Mix (Qiagen), were performed in a 
96 well Eppendorf Mastercycler® gradient thermal cycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, 
Germany) under the following conditions: 95 oC for 5 mins, 94 oC for 30 s, 60 oC for 
30 s, 72 oC for 1 min for 35 cycles, and a final elongation step at 72 oC for 10 mins. 
 
4.2.3: Quantitative Gene Expression Analysis 
 
Gene specific primers for quantitative studies were designed using Primer 
Express 3.0 (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Amplicons between 75-
90bp, with an optimal meting temperature (Tm) of 60 oC, and a GC content of at least 
40% were selected (Table 4.1). qPCR analysis was conducted on an iQ5 iCycler (Bio-
Rad) using SYBR Green in a final volume of 20 μl.  PCR conditions were as follows:  
3 min at 95°C, 30s at 95 oC, and 40 cycles at 60°C for 1 min.  At the conclusion of 
the experiment, a dissociation analysis of the generated amplicons was performed by 




product was amplified (Figure S1). cDNAs prepared from two biological replicates 
were assessed quantitatively. Two technical replicates were performed for each 
sample. Quantification of transcript levels was carried out in accordance with the 
modified ΔCq method as described by Hellemans et al84. 
 
4.2.4: Analysis of Alternative Splicing  
 
mRNA structure was analyzed by RT-PCR and visualized by gel comparison 
of product sizes from cDNA and genomic DNA. Gene specific primers designed to 
flank the third intron of FvePSY1 and FvePSY2, and the first intron of FvePSY3 were 
designed using Primer 3 (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0/) (Table 4.1). RT-PCR 
analysis was carried out in a thermal cycler (Eppendorf) using 2 μl of cDNA (diluted 
1:10) and 0.4 μM of each primer pair. The cycling parameters were: 35 cycles of 95 
oC for 5 mins, 94 oC for 30 s, 57.7 oC for 30 s, and 72 oC for 1 min with a final 
extension at 72 oC for 10 mins. The PCR amplicons were analyzed by gel 
electrophoresis on a 1.2 % agarose gel in 1×tris-acetate-EDTA buffer. The gel was 
stained with ethidium bromide and visualized on a UV transilluminator.  
 
4.2.5: Functional Analysis in Escherichia coli 
 
To investigate the enzymatic function of the proteins encoded by F. vesca, 
PSY genes were analyzed by complementation in Escherichia coli (E. coli) to produce 
β-carotene. PSY genes (without a transit peptide sequence) were amplified by PCR 
using Phusion® High-Fidelity DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, 
MA, USA) and gene-specific primers (Table 4.1). PCR products were subsequently 




Technologies), and constructs were sequenced to ensure that the genes were in the 
correct reading frame. Each resulting F. vesca PSY pJET expression vector was then 
co-transformed with plasmid, pAC-85b into TOP 10 competent cells (Life 
Technologies). The plasmid pAC-85b containing crtE, crtI, and crtY carotenoid genes 
from Erwinia herbicola169, was kindly gifted by Dr. Francis X. Cunningham Jr at the 
University of Maryland. Transformants were plated on Lauria-Bertani (LB) medium 
containing agar (15g/L), containing carbenicillin (50 µg/ml)  and chloramphenicol 
(9.69 µg/ml), and incubated at 37 oC overnight, then stored in the dark at room 
temperature for 4-5 days to accumulate visible orange color. Plasmid, pAtPPSY 
containing the coding sequence for the Arabidopsis PSY (also a gift from Dr. Francis 
X. Cunningham Jr.) was used as positive control.  
Overnight cultures (5ml) prepared from single colonies were grown in LB 
medium supplemented with carbenicillin (50 µg/ml) and chloramphenicol (9.69 
µg/ml) at 37˚C. Cultures (1 ml) were then used to inoculate 50 ml of supplemented 
LB which was grown at 37˚C for 24 h in the dark to maximize carotenoid production. 
At that time, 5 ml were used to calculate the dry weight of the cultures. A total of 40 
ml were used to extract carotenoids. Cultures were prepared in triplicates. To verify 
the accumulation of β-carotene, the recombinant E. coli cells were pelleted by 
centrifugation (4 oC, 10,000 rpm) and extracted three times with 5ml of HPLC grade 
acetone (Sigma Aldrich). The combined extracts were concentrated to 5ml under 
vacuum using a rotary evaporator. The resulting extract were analyzed by UV 




compared to that of commercial β-carotene (Sigma Aldrich) in acetone (see Figure 
S2). 
Table 4.1. Primers used in this study 
Primer 
Name 
Forward and Reverse Primer Sequence         
[5' --> 3'] 
Application 
RTPSY1_F ACTGATGAACTAGTGGATGGACCTAAT Gel RT-PCR 
 
RTPSY1_R TCTCAAGTCTAACCTCATTCCTTCTAC Gel RT-PCR 
 
RTPSY2_F TTGTCAGATACGGTTACCCTTTTTCCT Gel RT-PCR 
 
RTPSY2_R TTAGCTGATTTGCAATCCCTAATGCTA Gel RT-PCR 
 
RTPSY3_F TTGTCAGATACGGTTACCCTTTTTCCT Gel RT-PCR 
 
RTPSY3_R TTAGCTGATTTGCAATCCCTAATGCTA Gel RT-PCR 
 
qPSY1_F GGGCCAAATAAAGCGAGCTA qPCR 
 
qPSY1_R GCCCACACTGGCCATCTACT qPCR 
 
qPSY2_F CTTGCACAAGCAGGACTTTCTG qPCR 
 
qPSY2_R CTTCATGAAACTCCTCCATTTATCTTG qPCR 
 
qPSY3_F ACATGCTTGATGCTGCATTGA qPCR 
 
qPSY3_R CGCATACCCTCGATCATCATGTCT qPCR 
 
cPSY1_F AGAAGAGAGGGTCTATGAAGTGGTG Complementation  
Assay     
cPSY1_R AGTTTATCTTGCCACCAACTGCT Complementation 
Assay 
cPSY2_F GAAGAAATAGCAGTGTCATCGGAACAA Complementation 
Assay 












4.2.6: Bioinformatics Analysis 
 
Promoter regions of theFvePSY1, FvePSY2 and FvePSY3 genes,1.5-
kbsequences upstream from the translation start sites were analyzed for known cis-
regulatory elements using the PlantCARE database170. Protein sequence alignments 
were carried out using the CLUSTAL W program139 and alignments were further 
formatted using BOXSHADE (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/BOX_form.html). 
Conserved protein domains were identified using the NCBI Conserved Domain 
Database140. The presence of chloroplast transit peptides was predicted using the 
ChloroP server version 1.1 142. The protein sequences were further examined for the 
presence of a transit peptide using other web-based programs such as, SignalP171, 
Signal-3L172, and PrediSi173. Phylogenetic analysis was conducted using MEGA 
version 6.0174. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the neighbor-joining (NJ) 
method and bootstrap analysis based on 1,000 replicates.  
The transcriptome data were collected as part of a larger project (Hollander et 
al. 2014)134 to obtain transcriptome information from different floral tissues 
throughout floral development, and are expressed as reads per kilobase of transcript 
per million mapped reads (RPKM). K-means clustering analysis was accomplished 




4.3.1: Sequence and Phylogenetic Analysis 
 
Three members of the PSY gene family were identified in F. vesca. Gene 
structure was deduced from the alignment of the full-length cDNA sequences to the 




structure of FvePSY2 is most similar to that of the Arabidopsis PSY gene, each 
having seven exons. FvePSY1 has five exons, while FvePSY3 has six. Exons 2, 3 and 
4 are essentially the same length in all three strawberry genes, and these are 




Figure 4.1. Intron-exon structures of FvePSY genes relative to AtPSY. Lengths are 
approximately to scale. Numbers above the exons represent the exon size (in bp).   
 
 
All three PSY genes encode proteins with high amino acid identity and 
characteristic conserved motifs (Figure 4.2). A signal peptide sequence was predicted 
for FvePSY1 and FvePSY2 but none of the available prediction programs identified a 
transit peptide for FvePSY3. However, as has been described for OsPSY3164, 
investigation of the sequence upstream of the annotated translation start site for Fve 
PSY3 revealed that within a 178 nucleotide long sequence there was a 32 amino acid 
long, non-contiguous sequence, which when attached to the 5’ end of the annotated 




A conserved trans-isoprenyl pyrophosphate synthase (trans-IPPS) domain was 
found in all three sequences (boxed in red, Figure 4.2), and several motifs within this 
domain, including the two active lid regions (blue), a substrate binding pocket, and a 
catalytic site (DXXXD motif) with two aspartate-rich regions are completely 
conserved in all three proteins. The trans-IPPS domain present in phytoene synthases 
catalyzes the tail-to-tail condensation of two molecules of geranylgeranyl 
pyrophosphate to produce phytoene. The DXXXD motif binds substrate and catalyzes 
the condensation  of two molecules of geranylgeranyl pyrophosphate175 (Figure 4.2).  
The phylogenetic relationships among  F. vesca and other plant PSYs were 
investigated by constructing a neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree using MEGA 6.0174 
(Figure 4.3).  Phylogenetic analysis showed that the PSY genes can be divided into 
three major clades, designated here as I, II, and III. FvePSY1, along with the single 
known PSY in the octoploid strawberry (F. × ananassa), are clustered in clade II.  
FvePSY2, which is most homologous to the Arabidopsis PSY, is in clade I, and 
FvePSY3, in clade III, appears to be more closely related to homologs from peach, 






Figure 4.2. Multiple sequence alignment of PSYs from F. vesca and Arabidopsis. 
Conserved amino acids are denoted by a black background with white lettering, 
similar amino acids are indicated by a grey background with white lettering, and 
dissimilar amino acids are shown with a white background and black lettering.       
FvePSY1 and FvePSY2 have their predicted chloroplast transit peptide underlined in 
green. The conserved trans-isoprenyl pyrophosphate synthase domain is boxed in red. 
The putative catalytic site (DXXXD motif), which includes the substrate and Mg2+ 
binding sites, and the aspartate rich regions 1 and 2, are underlined in pink. The active 
lid residues are underlined in blue and the substrate binding pocket residues are 






Figure 4.3.  A neighbor-joining phylogram of PSY proteins divides the sequences 
into three clades. At: Arabidopsis thaliana (thale cress) (AtPSY: At5g17230); Cm: 
Cucumis melo (cantaloupe) (CmPSY1: XP_008463168; CmPSY2: XP_008449808) 
Cp: Cucurbita pepo subsp. pepo (zucchini) (CpPSYA: AFV33362; CpPSYB: 
AFV33359; CpPSYC: AFV33364); Cpo: Cucurbita pepo subsp. ovifera (zucchini) 




carota (carrot) (DcPSY1: Q9SSU8; DCPSY2: ABB52068) Ej: Eriobotrya japonica 
(loquat) (EjPSY1:AIT18246; EjPSY2A: AIT18247; EjPSY2B: AIT18249; EjPSY2d: 
AIT18248; EjPSY3: AIT18250);  Fa: F. × ananassa (octoploid strawberry) (FaPSY: 
ACR61392); Fve: F. vesca (diploid strawberry, red diamonds) (FvePSY1: 
XP_004303895; FvePSY2: XP_004289567; FvePSY3: XP004296190); Os: Oryza 
sativa (rice) (OsPSY1: NP_001058647; OsPSY2: NP_001063892; OsPSY3: 
ACI62767); Pp: Prunus persica (peach) (PpPSY1: XP_007215407; PpPSY2: 
XP_007207410; PpPSY3:XP_007199882); Sl; Solanum lycopersicum (tomato) 
(SlPSY: NP_001234812; SlPSY2: NP_001234671); Vv: Vitis vinifera (grape) 
(VvPSY1: AFP28795; VvPSY2: XP_003633261); Zm: Zea mays (corn) (ZmPSY1: 
ACY70893; ZmPSY2: NP_001108117;  ZmPSY3: NP_001108125).  
 
 
4.3.2 Promoter Analysis 
 
Analysis of a 1.5kb fragment upstream of the translation start site for each 
gene revealed the presence of known cis-acting regulatory elements (Table 4.2). From 
this analysis, all three strawberry PSY genes are predicted to be responsive to light 
and circadian rhythms, however, the differential presence of elements for hormone 
responses, pathogen response and abiotic stress responses suggest functional diversity 
within this gene family.   
The proximal upstream predicted TATA box in the PSY1 promoter was 
located at -230 nt, suggesting the presence of an approximately 200 nt 5’untranslated 
region (UTR). No CAAT box, a transcriptional initiation enhancer, was predicted 
close to this TATA box. The promoter region of PSY2 contained a TATA box and a 
CAAT box at -146nt and -141nt, respectively. Similarly, a TATA box and a CAAT 
box were found less than10 nt apart from one another in the promoter region of PSY3. 
Six light response elements were found in the PSY1 promoter, as were salicylic acid, 
auxin, and gibberellin response elements. The presence of a cold stress response 




together with a salicylic acid response element suggests that this gene may play a role 
in abiotic stress responses.  
Analysis of the FvePSY2 promoter revealed multiple light responsive 
elements, two unique gibberellin responsive elements (P-box and TATC-box), an 
ABA responsive element (ABRE), an ethylene responsive element (ERE), and a 
methyl-jasmonate response element (TGACG). Also present in the promoter region 
of FvePSY2 are two temperature related response elements (HSE and LTR). HSE, the 
heat shock responsive element, is located at -862nt while a cold response element is 
predicted further upstream at -1.234nt, and an abscisic acid response element 
(ABRE), which is involved in both cold response and drought response, is predicted 
at about 100nt downstream from the LTR.  
The promoter region of FvePSY3 has three of the light response elements 
predicted in the FvePSY1 and FvePSY2 promoter regions. Unlike FvePSY1 and 
FvePSY2, it lacks an LTR element, but like the promoter of FvePSY2, an HSE and a 
methyl jasmonate response element are predicted. FvePSY3 also has a unique fungal 







Table 4.2. Predicted cis-regulatory elements in the promoter of PSY1, PSY2, and 
PSY3 
Cis- element Sequence Position upstream ATG (in nt) Function 
  PSY1 PSY2 PSY3  
TATA-box TATA; TATAAA; 
ATATA(A)T; TTTA; 
TACAAA 
230  146  211  Core promoter element  
CAAT- box CAAT; CCAAT; 
CAATT 
128  141  205  cis-acting element in promoter and 
enhancer regions 
GAG-motif AGAGATG; ACTCTCT 839  373  150  Light responsive element 
GT1-motif GGTTAAT 331  635  343  Light responsive element 
I-box CCCTATC 1110 786  237  Light responsive element 
3-AF1 binding site TAAGAGAGGAA 606  755  NIL Light responsive element 
G box GTCGTG 1324  1079  NIL Light responsive element 
Box 4 ATTAAT NIL 410  NIL Part of module involved in light 
responsiveness 
Sp1 CC(G/A)CCC 44  1375  NIL Light responsive element 
ABRE CGCACGTGTC NIL 1133  NIL ABA responsive element 
TGA element AACGAC 813  1229  NIL Auxin responsive element 
ERE ATTTCAAA NIL 857  NIL Ethylene responsive element 
P-box CCTTTTG NIL 135  NIL Gibberellin responsive element 
TATC-box TATCCCA NIL 783  NIL Gibberellin responsive element 
GARE-motif AAACAGA 563  NIL 973  Gibberellin responsive element 
HSE ACAAAATTTC NIL 862        1074 Heat stress responsive element 
LTR TTTCGG 1152  1234  NIL Cold stress responsive element 
TCA-element CAGAAAAGGA 1377  587  NIL Salicylic acid responsive element 
TGACG-motif TGACG NIL 1083        418  Methyl-jasmonate responsive element 
ARE TGGTTT 889 1066        NIL Element involved in anaerobic 
induction 
RY-element CATGCATG NIL NIL 1722  Element involved in seed-specific 
regulation 
Box-W1 TTGACC NIL NIL 843  Fungal elicitor responsive element 




4.3.3: Expression Profiles of PSY Family Members 
 
Gene expression patterns can provide useful clues to the functions of these 
genes. The expression patterns of the three F. vesca PSY family members in anthers 
during later stages of flower development revealed that each gene is active a different 




larger project (Hollender et al 2014)145 to obtain tissue specific transcriptomes during 
F. vesca flower development. PSY1 is most highly expressed during stages 10 and 11, 
which occur after meiosis but during the time when anthers are becoming opaque 
yellow. PSY2 is also highly expressed during stage 10, but unlike for PSY1, 
expression does not remain high into stage 11. PSY3, shows a very different 
expression pattern, being highly expressed pre-meiosis (bud stages 7-8) and later at 
stage 12, just before the flower opens. 
 
 
Figure 4.4. Heat map of expression of F. vesca PSY genes in anthers from pre-
meiosis (stages 7-8) to just before flower opening (stage 12) based on transcriptome 
data from Hollender et al. 2014145. Relative expression levels are represented as 
colors ranging from green (0: little or no expression) to red (1.3: highest expression 
within the five stages of floral development) for each gene. The white box denotes the 






To investigate the expression pattern of FvePSY1, FvePSY2, and FvePSY3 in 
response to heat during anthesis (floral bud stage 13), total RNA was extracted from 
heat stressed floral, leaf, and root tissues and were subjected to quantitative real-time 
PCR (qPCR) analysis. The results indicated that the PSY gene family is not affected 
by elevated temperature stress in leaves and roots (Figure 4.5). In petals, PSY1 was 
downregulated in response to heat stress. No change in expression levels was 
observed PSY2 and PSY3. In receptacles, PSY2 transcripts increased in response to 
heat stress. No change in expression levels was observed for PSY1 and PSY3. While 
in anthers, PSY3 appears to be upregulated in response to elevated temperature stress. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Real-time PCR expression profiles of the F. vesca PSY gene family 




growing under control temperature conditions (25°C day/20°C night) and moderately 
elevated temperatures (32°C day/25°C night). Relative mRNA levels were 
normalized to reference genes, NMD and PP2A. Error bars indicate SEM from two 
biological replicates. 
 
4.3.4: Alternative Splicing Analysis 
 
During our initial investigation of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway, we 
observed that not all of the transcripts were being processed. Analysis of FvePSY 
gene family transcripts obtained by RT-PCR showed complete intron-3-retention for 
PSY1 and PSY2, and complete intron-1-retention for PSY3 in leaves and seedlings 
(Figure 4.6A). Translation of PSY1, PSY2, and PSY3 with their respective introns 
retained resulted in a protein with a truncated trans-IPPS catalytic domain (Figure 
4.6B), suggesting that the enzymes lack activity. 
 
Figure 4.6 A: RT-PCR  analysis of PSY gene family showing intron retention in 




2, and 3) and seedlings (Lanes 4, 5, and 6) of the same inbred lines Lane 7) No 
template  Lane 8) 5AF7 genomic DNA. Intron spanning primers for GAPDH was 
used as a control for genomic DNA contamination. B: Schematic representation of 
FvePSY transcripts that results in a protein with loss of catalytic domain 
 
4.3.5: PSY Functional Complementation Assay in Escherichia coli 
 
To test whether the three genes encode a protein with phytoene synthase 
activity, the three F. vesca PSY coding sequences, without a transit peptide sequence, 
were amplified by PCR and cloned into an E. coli expression vector. These were then 
transformed into E. coli harboring plasmid pAC-85b. If the strawberry gene encoded 
an active PSY the E. coli were capable of producing β-carotene and the colonies 
would appear orange in color. A plasmid containing the coding sequence of the 
Arabidopsis PSY (pAtPSY) was used as a positive control. E. coli co-transformed 
with pAC-85b alone was used as a negative control. Acetone extracts of pelleted cells 
from 40 ml cultures were analyzed by UV absorption spectroscopy. Based on the 
spectra, only the Arabidopsis gene product exhibited phytoene synthase activity in 
this system although the FvePSY2 spectrum indicated absorbance at 452nm, 





Figure 4.7. Functional complementation assay of F. vesca PSY genes. Absorbance 
spectra of acetone extracts from E. coli transformed with pAC-85b, pAtPSY, 
pFvePSY1, pFvePSY2, and pFvePSY3 obtained from 400-800nm. β-Carotene 





Carotenoids are an important class of phytochemicals with a broad range of 
health benefits. Their synthesis, which begins with the production of  a colorless 
compound called phytoene, is regulated by PSY. Because PSY is encoded by small 
gene families in several crops, one of the objectives of this study was to determine 
how many PSY genes exsist in F.vesca. We found that PSY is encoded by at least 
three diferent nuclear genes in F.vesca. Comparison of the three F.vesca genes with 
the PSY gene from Arabidopsis revealed genes with similar size exons, although the 
length of introns was quite variable. Sequence analysis of the 5′ flanking region 
revealed the presence of two potential cis-regulatory elements (LTR and HSE) which 




and GT1-motif involved in light responsiveness were also identified in the promoter 
regions of FvePSY1, FvePSY2, and FvePSY3, suggesting that these genes may be 
regulated by similar envormental factors. Differences observed in the 5′flanking 
region of  the PSY gene family suggests that duplicated genes may haved evolved 
becaause they also have unique regulatory features.  
The alignment showed that this gene family encode proteins that have high 
amino acid identity and contain characteristic motifs including a putative active site 
despite  having proteins of varying lengths (Figure 2). The highest level of sequence 
discrepancy among the F.vesca proteins was found at the N terminus where all except 
PSY3 have a predicted signal peptide until further anayalyzed, revealing a  non-
contiguous 32 amino acid long sequence separated from the annotated gene by a stop 
codon.  Re-sequencing of the region upstream of the annotated translation start site 
for FvePSY3 will be required to determine whether the genome sequence is an error, 
which is likely given the highly repetitive nature of the nucleotide sequence in 
question. The phylogenetic analysis showed that FvePSY1 and FvePSY2 share 
homology between one another, while FvePSY3 is more similar to PSYs from other 
species.  
RNA-seq gene expression analysis showed that PSY1, PSY2, and PSY3 are 
differentially expressed during anther development. It was determined that the PSY 
gene family is not affected by elevated temperature stress in leaves and roots. In 
petals (harvested from stage 13 flower buds), PSY1 was downregulated in response to 
heat stress. Elevated temperature stress resulted in an increase  in PSY2 transcripts in 




However, no distinct expression pattern correlating with response to moderately 
elevated temperature stress was observed. 
Functionality of PSY1, PSY2, and PSY3 tested in a color complementation 
assay showed that only transcripts of PSY2 may lead to functional proteins in the 
bacterial system. FvePSY1 and FvePSY3 lacked catalytic activity. PSY3 from loquat 
also lacked enzymatic activity when transformed in E .coli. Alternative splicing 
events detected in PSY1, PSY2, and PSY3 at the transcript level revealed a loss of 
catalytic domains when translated with their respective introns included (Figure 4.6 
B). This cannot explain lack of activity given that reading frames of the cloned PCR 
products were verified by sequencing prior to being co-transformed with pAC-85b. 
The low β-carotene accumulation for FvePSY2 and failure to detect any β-carotene 
when E. coli cells were independently co-transformed with FvePSY1 and FvePSY3 
reflect the need to investigate the functionality of the three PSYs in F. vesca at the 
protein level.  
In conclusion, the comprehensive information obtained in this study improves 
our knowledge about how the FvePSY gene family participate in strawberry plant 
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4.6: Supplemental Information 
 
Table S1. Primers used to confirm the absence of genomic DNA contamination and 




Forward and Reverse Primer Sequence   



























Figure S1. Melt curves of FvePSY1, FvePSY2, and FvePSY3, showing the 



























Chapter 5: General Conclusions and Future Perspectives 
 
The studies presented in this dissertation represent a progression in our 
understanding of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway in response to moderately 
elevated temperature stress in the diploid strawberry, Fragaria vesca. This study is 
important because it provides a molecular basis for developing more thermotolerant 
strawberries, as well as other crops within the Rosaceae family.   
The first study of the dissertation (Chapter 2) focused on identifying stably 
expressed reference genes that would permit accurate and reliable gene expression 
studies in strawberry. The variability of candidate reference genes, GAPDH, 18S, 
αTUB, UBQ, CAT, NMD, PP2A, EF1α, RPL36, and EFG expression levels in 
different tissues from plants growing under control and moderately elevated 
temperatures were assessed. Statistical analyses using geNorm plus qBase and 
Normfinder software programs showed that PP2A and NMD were the least variably 
expressed genes. As a result, they were used as controls for normalization of the heat-
stress responsive gene expression data described in Chapters 3 and 4.  
In Chapter 3, the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway in the diploid woodland 
strawberry was examined for pathway specific trends in expression and metabolite 
accumulation under sub-optimal temperatures.  The LC-HRMS method we developed 
for carotenoid analysis in F. vesca allowed us to identify and quantify seven 
carotenoid metabolites in control and heat stressed leaves, petals, receptacles, anthers, 
and roots. Unlike LC-UV, our method enabled us to detect and quantify the relative 




only10.0 mg of tissues. Gene expression analyses carried out using transcriptome data 
mining and qPCR showed that genes involved in biosynthesis are differentially 
expressed during both vegetative and reproductive development and in response to 
elevated temperature. Reduced accumulation of both the carotenes (α-,β-, γ-carotene 
or lycopene) and lutein in heat stressed leaves, receptacles, and roots correlated with 
decreased PDS  transcript accumulation, and suggested that carotenoids were being 
degraded, perhaps as a function of scavenging ROS or cleavage to apocarotenoids, 
but they were not being replaced. The positive correlation between enhanced PDS 
expression and α-cryptoxanthin and lutein accumulation in heat stressed anthers 
supports the hypothesis that carotenoids offer protection from heat stress during plant 
reproduction, possibly by functioning as antioxidants.  
Further review of the strawberry carotenoid biosynthetic pathway genes 
revealed the existence of several small genes families. PSY, the first enzyme involved 
in carotenoid biosynthesis, was found to be encoded by three different nuclear genes 
in F. vesca as outlined in Chapter 4. To clarify the roles of PSY1 (gene: 28765), PSY2 
(gene: 31674), and PSY3 (gene: 24795) in strawberry, we investigated their structural 
and functional differences.  Comparison of the genomic structure of the three genes 
showed similar exon size and numbers, although the intron lengths varied. Promoter 
analysis indicated that the genes most probably exhibit functional diversity in plant 
tissues, both with respect to location and stage of development, as well as in response 
to abiotic stress. These findings were supported by RNA-seq gene expression 
analysis, showing that the three genes were differentially expressed during anther 




not the PSYs in F. vesca are differentially responsive to heat stress. Overall, the 
information obtained in this study helped to improve our knowledge about how the 
FvePSY gene family participates in strawberry plant development and in response to 
moderately elevated temperature stress. 
Despite the tremendous progress that has been made in investigating the 
potential of carotenoids to serve as protective compounds against heat-induced 
oxidative damage, there are still many areas of research that need to be addressed. 
The response of carotenoids to moderately elevated temperature stress at the 
metabolite and transcript level was found to be quite complex. With the exception of 
leaves and anthers, no trend or correlation between carotenoid accumulation and gene 
expression levels in response to heat stress could be made, indicating that there are 
several mechanisms regulating posttranscriptional and posttranslational processes that 
need to be considered. While the LC-HRMS method developed for the analysis of 
carotenoids was effective in separating the oxygen containing carotenoids, 
improvements could be made to provide more sensitivity that would permit full 
resolution of constitutional isomers that are devoid of any oxygen functional groups.  
Several attempts were made to determine the functionality of the PSYs in a 
color complementation assay. While, no definitive conclusions could be drawn from 
the E. coli complementation assay described in Chapter 4, results suggest that PSY2 
encodes a functional protein in the bacterial system. The lack of activity seen with 
PSY1 and PSY3 could mean that PSY1 and PSY3 do not encode functional proteins. 
However, the negative results could also reflect problems with gene expression. 




family at the protein level.  Immunoassays that utilize antibodies to detect targeted 
proteins may offer more conclusive evidence into the functionality of the three PSYs 
in F. vesca.  
Using a combination of genomics and metabolomics, this work identified the 
major pathway genes for carotenoid biosynthesis in F vesca and for the first time, 
carotenoids found in both vegetative and reproductive tissues have been analyzed.  
Quantitative analysis of expression of the major biosynthetic pathway genes in 
response to moderately elevated temperatures, combined with assessment of 
carotenoids in leaves and flower organs, indicated that complex mechanisms for 
regulation of carotenoid accumulation exist.   While a definitive role for carotenoids 
as protection from heat stress generated ROS in anthers was not supported by these 
analyses, the data indicate that further investigation into the mechanisms for 
regulation of carotenoid accumulation is warranted to facilitate breeding or 
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